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PREFACE.

rriHE following notes are an attempt to meet the needs of

students who are commencing the study of the relation of the

re-discovered Harmony of Tatian to the early texts and versions

of the New Testament. For such an important and far-reaching

enquiiy we are not likely to have too many helps by the

way. Those who read German will enjoy Zahn's masterly study

of the question ; but in view of the published Arabic version

of Tatian's Harmony, there is much in Zahn that needs to be

re-stated ; those who do not read German will be obliged to

use Hemphill's little book, which contains some of the principal

facts about Tatian and his work, but does not profess to offer

anything that is new. There is certainly room for one more short

introductory tract on the subject. I cannot but believe that we

are on the border of a new era in the criticism of the origin of

the Gospels, and that before long the obscurity which hangs over

the primitive texts will in great measure disappear ; the multi-

tude of possible hypotheses is in process of rapid reduction ;

there is an enormous heap in the critical threshing-floor, it is

true ; but we may live to see the chaff and corn fly asunder.
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THE DIATESSARON OF TATIAN.

BY

J. RENDEL HARRIS.

I. Tatian.

The present tract offers itself as a study of the work of a

famous Church writer of the second century, whose direct

influence over the men of his day must have been very great,

if we may judge from the circle of holy acquaintance in which

he moved, and the disciples that attached themselves to his

teaching ; and whose indirect influence over the Church at large

by means of the edition of the Gospels which he brought out, to

say nothing of his other works, remains still an uncalculated

factor of which we can hardly say less than that it must have

been wide-spread, since it outlived for centuries the excommuni-

cation with which the Church visited both the man and his

writings. But, while we may feel safe in regarding Tatian as

one of the leading Christians of the second century, we catmot

say that we know much of the details of his personal life. There

is nothing that operates more powerfully as an 'oblivious antidote*

in the consciousness of the early Christian centuries than an

excommunication'; and, while in modern times heresy has often been

the passport to biographical honor and a certain measure of dignity,

there is hardly a case of the kind in the early days ; for one can

hardly dignify with the name of history the scanty and often

misleading notices which are found in the pages of Epiphanius

and other writers on the primitive heresies, nor can we accuse

these writers of the fault of excessive charity towards doubtful

characters.

What we know about Tatian is, then, briefly as follows : he was

1 I suppose Mr Hemphill to mean something of this kind when, in his Diates-

saron, p. ix., he saj's that Tatian 's " iiifiience for good had outlived itself "\

H. V. 1



2 THE DIATESSARON OF TATIAX.

;i native of Assyria (by which we are to understand, in all proba-

bility, the country east of the Tigris) who came to Rome in the

days of Justin Martyr. In those times the search for tnith was

commonly accompanied by the outward and visible sign of a

pilgrim's staff; and Tatian's long outward journeyings are no

inapt representation of the visits which his enquiring mind made

to the various schools of Greek philosophy. He went through

dry places, seeking rest and finding none. The solemn assemblies

of the philosophic seemed to him to be a mere dogmatizing of

one against another, and a crude venting of transitory fancies.

Rhetoric was worse than philosophy, a mere hireling taking sides

for a fee ; and as for poetry its chief end seemed to be to glorify

the amours of the gods and to secure the corruption of the

soul.

We shall probably be right in referring the conversion of

Tatian to Christianity to the influence of Justin, whom he met

in Rome. Not only did he accept Justin as his teacher in the

new faith, and imitate, in his presentation of Christianity, the

method of Justin, which of itself suggests that the influence of

Justin goes back into the first stages of his Christian life; but

the terms in which he describes his conversion are parallel to

Justin's own experience. Precisely as Justin was led by his

instructor to make a careful study of the Hebrew Scriptures, so

Tatian affirms that he lighted on certain barbaric WTitings too old

to be compared with the opinions of the Greeks and too divine to

be compared with their errors ; and from the study of these

writings he at length came to find within himself the principle of

truth which he had sought without in so many quarters : and it

shews something of the struggle through which he had passed,

when we find him saying that, when we dig for the hidden

treasure of the kingdom, we may indeed be covered with dust,

but we secure it as our lasting possession.

The Address to the Greeks, the only one of Tatian's works

which has survived besides the Harmony of the Gospels, gives

many suggestions of the writer's experience; and although some of

the methods which he employs are very foreign to our time, and

some of his points sound oddly enough in the nineteenth century

(as for instance when he refuses to believe a philosophy—say that

of Anaxagoras—which maintains the sun to be a red-hot ma.ss,

and the moon an earth), we can readily forgive the defect of his
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physics, when he tells us that the chief business of man is to seek

for what we once lost, to unite the soul with the Holy Spirit, and

to strive after Union with God. Nor is it to be wondered at that

a man who expresses himself in this language of the Mystics

should have sheAvn tendencies of an ascetic character, since every

mystic is at some part of his career an ascetic, and in the early

Church it often happened that the whole of the Christian life was

made the arena of the spiritual athlete, in which he combated the

foes that he found in his flesh. So that we need not be surprised

that Tatian abandoned the use of wine and of flesh-meats, and

that he denounced marriage, and that he wrote a treatise on the

teachings of our Lord concerning Perfection.

The early fethers affirm that, as long as Tatian was under

Justin's influence, no extravagance was found in him deserving of

censure ; and they are probably right in referring the more formal

development of his views to the later part of his life. His

fellowship with Justin was unbroken up to the close of Justin's

earthly career ; and when the machinations of the cynic philo-

sopher Crescens were employed to revenge upon the Christian

teacher the denunciation of his vile life, Tatian was, as he him-

self tells us, exposed to the same danger as Justin : so that we

may be sure that Tatian never was excommunicated by his

teacher. After Justin's death, Tatian became a prominent leader

of Christian thought. Amongst his pupils were Rhodon, of whose

writings some fragments are preserved, and no less a personage

than Clement of Alexandria. We may conjecture that his inter-

course with the latter is to be assigned to the return of Tatian

to his native country Assyria by way of Greece \ The extreme

asceticism of Tatian is condemned by Clement in his writings,

which is another indication that in his later life he must have

become more pronounced in his views : and we may therefore say

that Tatian became an Encratite (as the Ascetics of that day were

named) after his return to the East, and (which is perhaps involved

in the preceding term) a Gnostic. Certainly he must have ac-

cepted so much of Marcion's views as concerns the belief in a

1 The language of Clement of Alexandria is as follows (Strotn., i. 1) :
" of these

blessed men, one was in Greece, the Ionian ; the other in Magna Grecia ; another

of these from Coele Syria, and one from Egypt : and others in the East of whom
one was born in the land of Assyria, and the other a Hebrew from Palestine." He
is generally understood in these last cases to refer to Tatian and Theodotus.

1—2
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Demiurge, and the distinction between the Good God and the

Just God, for he interpreted the sentence, " Let there be light," as

a prayer made by some lesser being, some struggling Ajax of an

inferior deity, to the Supreme God. He also took an extreme

view with regard to the salvability of Adam, and is condemned by

the fathers for not recognising that, so far from Adam being the

representative lost soul, we ought rather to believe that, where

sin abounded, grace did much more abound : an argument which

Irenseus did not seem, in giving it, to realize as capable of an

application beyond the immediate subject. We shall shew by-

and-by that all of these views, or nearly all,—celibacy, disuse of

wine in the Eucharist and elsewhere. Gnostic distinction of God,

non-salvability of Adam,—are commented upon by Ephrem in the

exposition which he made of the Tatian Harmony ; and, since no

personal allusion is made to Tatian throughout Ephrem's work, we
can form some idea of the hold which his principles must have

taken in Mesopotamia, for his work remained in circulation long

after he was dead and his errors are discussed anonymously.

We may now proceed to the discussion of the Diatessaron,

Tatian's Gospel-harmony, and we may observe that this work

had been to all appearances lost at a very early date. At least

the historical notices which we have of it are all early except

those in a few Syrian writers. No attention had been paid to the

Arabic codex brought by Assemani to the Vatican library more

than a century and a half ago, which was said to contain a version

of the Diatessaron. But as soon as Ephrem's commentary on it

was made accessible in a Latin translation by Mosinger, and it was
recognized that the early Syrian father Aphraates quoted it

extensively, it became possible for Zahn to make a critical study

of the Diatessaron and to attempt to reconstitute a part of the

text mainly from Ephrem's commentary assisted by the homilies

of Aphraates. Remarkable as a successful attempt at textual

reconstruction, it yet gives but an imperfect idea of the text of

the Diatessaron : it contains only about one-fifth of the whole

work, and even that in a most fragmentary and disjointed con-

dition, while the textual accuracy of a large portion is doubtful

and tentative. This is not said in disparagement of Zahn's

wonderful work, but to correct a misapprehension which seems

quite current, that he has practically reconstituted the entire text,

'i'his opinion is embodied in the elaborate paper in Smith and
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Wace's Dictionary of Christian Biography, where it is stated that

he has recovered and " printed the text in detail."

On the other hand, for textual criticism, Zahn's text, as far as

it goes, is far more valuable than the Arabic version. In the

former we have the primitive, in the latter a reformed text. A
slight comparison will make this quite clear. Tatian's original

Syriac text agreed in great part with the Curetonian Syriac {Sc.

of Zahn), and evidently preceded the Peshito (P.) or reformed

Syriac text. This is shewn by Zahn. It is a disappointment to

find that, in the case of the Arabic version, the passages where

there was a substantial difference between Sc. and P. have been

altered to conform to the latter. It is impossible to say exactly

at what time this was done, and whether in the Syi'iac original

or in the Arabic version. It seems, however, probable that, after

the Peshito had become the authoritative text, fresh copies of

the Diatessaron were made to agree with it, probably long before

the ninth century, when the Syriac MS. from which the Arabic

version was made, was written by a pupil of Honain.

A second textual change, also to be regretted, consisted in the

omission of a large proportion of the passages introduced by

Tatian into the Gospel narrative, which were either wholly apo-

cryphal or adapted from some other Gospel passage. Most of

these have disappeared from the Arabic version, probably by a

process of gradual elimination, but those that still remain in

Zahn's fragments are sufficient proof that their number in the

original text was considerable

\

II. The mss. upon which the text of the Diatessaron

IS BASED.

The Diatessaron of Tatian has been preserved to us in an

Arabic version of which two MSS. are now in Rome ; the text of

these MSS. has been published by Agostino Ciasca, a well-known

Orientalist and one of the guild of Scriptors connected with the

Vatican library'^. One of these MSS. has long been known as

1 The obliteration of the Israelitish character of the Gospels as shewn, e.g., by

the omission of the words "in Israel," "among the Israelites" &c., as noticed by

Zahn, is not to be found in the Arabic version.

2 Tatiani Evangeliorum Harmoniae Arabice. Nunc primum ex duplici codice

edidit et translatione latina donavit P. Augustinus Ciasca ord. Erem. S. Augustini,

Biblioth. Ap. Vat. Scriptor, Romae, 1888.
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existing in the Vatican library ; while the other has recently been

brought from Egypt, and is now in the possession of the Museo
Borgiano at the College of the Propaganda, From these Arabic

MSS., which are in close textual relation with one another, Ciasca

produces an edited text which may confidently be taken to

represent the Tatian Harmony in the form of its first Arabic

appearance, and he accompanies this text with a translation,

designedly expressed, as far as might be done, in the terms of the

Clementine Vulgate. It must be admitted that this method of

text transference is somewhat misleading: the assumption being

made that the original text of Tatian underlies the Arabic, it

would be more reasonable to connect it with those earlier Latin

versions, whose critical relations with the text of Tatian are

certainly extremely close, by means of an apparatus criticus,

even if no attempt was made to employ their modes of expression

in the translation of the Arabic. It is true that Ciasca's edition

does not pretend to be a critical one, and consists merely of text

and translation without prolegomena, excursuses or foot-notes,

mainly in order to avoid delay in the publication.

Denoting the two MSS. from which the Arabic text is taken

by the signs A and B we collect the following data concerning

them from the published accounts: and first in regard to MS. A,
which, because of its completeness, forms the basis of the text

though it is but carelessly written. It is not a little strange that

this MS. should have waited so long for an editor, when it was
definitely described more than 150 years ago by Stephen E.

Assemani in the Catalogue of the Vatican Arabic MSS. (Mai, Vet.

Script. Nov. Coll. iv. 14), amongst which it bears the number XIV.,
as being the very Diatessaron of Tatian. For Assemani quotes its

colophon as follows: "In fine fol. 123 haec a librariis adnotata
reperies: Explicit auccilio Dei sacrosanctum Evangelium quod ex
(piatuor Evangeliis collegit Tutianus, quodque Diatessaron vulgo

dicitur. Et laus Deo." It was described with equal clearness by
Joseph S. Assemani (who brought it to the Vatican library) in his

Btbl. Or. I. 619, as Tatiani Diatessaron sen quataor Evangelia in
umnn redacta. The Ms. consists of 123 leaves of paper, written pro-
bably in Egypt, by a hand judged variously to be of the twelfth
or probably of the fourteenth century. The book, especially in the
earlier part, is in a bad state of preservation : one leaf is missing
after fol. 17, and another after fol. 117. By a curious misundcr-
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standing on the part of Assemani, it was believed for a long while

that this MS. commenced with the Gospel of Mark, instead of begin-

ning, as tradition affirms of the Tatian Harmony, with the fourth

Gospel. Thus, according to Assemani, the introduction stood as

follows : Exordium primum Evangelii ex Marco. Dixit Initiuni

praedicationis Jesu Christi: and, although the Gospel of John
follows immediately upon this, the tendency of the words quoted

was to obscure the identification of the text with Tatian. It was
however suggested by Ciasca, in a preliminary pamphlet published

some time agoS that the words were the gloss of a scribe, directing

the reader to commence the Harmony, much in the same way as in

modern churches the preface is made, "Here beginneth" in reading

the lesson. According to Ciasca the words should therefore run

:

Incipe exo7'dium Evangelii ejus ex Marco. Die : Tnitium evangelii

Jesu Christi, Filii Dei. This explanation, turns out not to be

perfectly correct, but the conjecture was verified, in so far as the

statement was made that the prefixed words were not a part of

the Harmony, by the recovery of the second MS. (B), which has

them in a slightly different form at the close of a prologue to

the Harmony and detached from the text. This at once suggests

that the MS. A is, in some of its details, subordinate to, and a

later form than that of B, a supposition which the following

consideration confirms. The early tradition concerning Tatian

emphatically asserts that his Harmony did not contain the genea-

logies of our Lord as found in Matthew and Luke. These

genealogies are, however, found in the Vatican text. A reference

to the text of B shews them, not indeed in the text, but as an

appendix to the Harmony, that is to say, in the first stage of the

process of insertion. Such an observation, while it establishes to

a certain extent the subordinate character of the text of A, and

vindicates the identification of the text of the Harmony with that

of Tatian, awakens at once our suspicion as to the state of

preservation of the text itself. It is very unlikely that MSS.

which shew the absorption of such considerable interpolations

(which were probably made as an appendix in their Syriac

ancestor) should have remained free from those lesser and almost

unconscious adaptations by which the text of a Biblical MS. is

^ De Tatiani Diatessaron Arabica Versione. Cod. Vat. decimum qnartum de-

scripsit, etc. A. Ciasca, Paris, 1883. (Extract from Pitra's Analecta Sacra Spicil.

Solesm. Vol. iv. p. 465 sqq.)
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continually conformed to the received texts of the time in which it

is written. We must be prepared, therefore, to find accretions

and omissions in the transmitted text of the Harmony as received

from the Arabic copies.

The second MS. of the Harmony (B of Ciasca) was presented in

1886 to the Borgian Museum by Halim Dos Gali, a Copt in

communion with the Catholic Church. It consists of 355 leaves

of paper, and is referred to the 14th century : the first part of the

book is occupied with a prefatory dissertation on the Gospels ; the

Tatian Harmony being found on foil. 96*"—353. From the

prologue to the Harmony, as well as from a note at its closing

page, we obtain the following important information

:

1. That the Harmony is the work of Tatian, called Dia-

tessaron, or Quaternary

:

2. That it was translated from Syriac into Arabic by a certain

Abulfaraj^ or, as the scribe calls him with fuller name, Abulfaraj

Abdullah Ben-at-tib

:

3. That the copy used by Abulfaraj was a Syiiac MS. made
by the hand of 'Isa ben Ali Almottabbeb a disciple of the

celebrated Abu Zaid Honain ben Ishaq.'

This Honain was a famous Syrian physician and writer in

medicine, who died in the year 873, and whose headquarters were at

Bagdad, at the court of the Khalifs. He was noted as a literary

leader and as the head of a school of translators from Greek into

Syriac and into Arabic which was very important in the develop-

ment of Arabic culture. Since Almottabbeb was his disciple, we
can hardly place the translation of the Diatessaron into Arabic

earlier than the end of the ninth century. Further, the date of the

death of Abulfaraj is given by Bar-hebraeus as A.D. 1043. The

copy which he used was therefore less than 150 years old. The

Diatessaron had seen 700 years of Syriac life before its translation

into Arabic ; and we can readily infer that the Syriac at the time

of translation must have been in many points altered from its

original cast. Still, the comparison with the collateral evidence is

sufficient to justify us in our belief that we have here substantially

the work of Tatian.

^ To be (listinguisbed from the later and more famous Abulfaraj (Gregorius

Bar-hebraeus, a.d. 1226—1286).
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III. Historical Notices of the Diatessaron.

From what has been said, it will be seen that, in describing

the MSS. from which Ciasca's text is made, we have been careful to

avoid the assumption that the text of the Arabic Harmony is

necessarily and at all points identical with that of the Diatessaron

of Tatian. For, even if we accept the Harmony as Tatian's on the

ground of its general agreement with the traditional Tatian, we

are obliged to note in the MSS. themselves a tendency to change m

the most striking Tatian characteristics; and further, smce the

Harmony is substantially a New Testament MS., it is impossible

that it could have remained in circulation without being affected

by the same causes which were in operation to change the form of

every successive recension of the New Testament into agreement

with the latest recension of all.

But this assumed liability to change, while it may be regarded

theoretically as inevitable, requires to be carefully estimated by

the practical comparison of the Arabic form with such portions as

may be current in earlier periods, or with other Harmonies which

may be traced back into the same root with it. This requires a

study, in the first place, of the general descriptions given by the

earlier fathers of the Diatessaron as known, more or less completely,

to them; and, secondly, of the portions of the text of the New

Testament current in early patristic writings which with any

degree of probability are assumed to be derived from or closely

related to the Harmony.

We begin with the chronological notices of the Harmony.

The first of these is, we believe, found in the apocryphal Syriac

work known as the Doctrine of Addai, a tract best known on

account of the correspondence which it contains between the

Lord Jesus Christ and Abgar Uchomo the king of Edessa.

A. Doctrine of Addai (beginning of III. cent.).

" Moreover, much people day by day assembled and

D^i^Add. came together for prayer and for the reading of the

c. 35, 15-17.
Qi^ Testament, and the New, the Diatessaron'. And

they believed in the resurrection of the dead."

1 Diatessaron is clearly the reading of the St Petersburg MS. of the Doctrine

of Addai ; though the British Mas. ms. has the unintelligible Ditornon, while the

Aimenian, connecting with what follows, makes the people believe in the Trinity.

The wide-spread corruption indicates antiquity for the true reading.
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.

From this curious apocryphal history of the founding of the

Church of Edessa, we are entitled to infer that, at the time of its

composition, the use of the Diatessaron was so habitual in that

city that the writer of the legends had no idea of the prevalence of

any other custom at an earlier time : for, if the idea had been

present to him of the circulation of any such earlier gospel, he

would not have made his apostles and primitive teachers gather

the people together to the hearing of the Diatessaron. But this

writing must be assigned to a very early period : it was translated

into Armenian in the fifth century ; the St Petersburg MS. of the

work belongs to the sixth century, while the British Museum MS.

may be even earlier; and it was translated into Greek for Eusebius

in the earlier part of the fourth century. We cannot, therefore,

assign it to a later date than the close of the thii'd century : and,

since a large part of a century must be allowed for the growth of

the tradition in the Church as to the use of the Harmony by the

apostolic men who brought Christianity to Edessa, we are obliged

to regard the passage quoted above as evidence for the circulation

of the Diatessaron in Etlessa at a time very soon after that of its

composition. We may verify this by another consideration. In the

original document there stood these words of Addai :
" Blessed are

ye that have believed in me, not having seen me : and, because ye

have so believed in me, the town in which ye dwell shall be blessed

and the enemy shall not prevail against it for ever," Now it

seems almost certain that such predictions could hardly have been

referred to the Lord in the time immediately following the year

A.D. 217, when Edessa was devastated by the Romans; and

perhaps this date may be an inferior limit to the time of product-

ion of the Doctrine of Addai, and, d fortiori, to the date of

production of the Diatessaron. This takes us back to the time of

Tatian himself.

B. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl, iv. 29, 6 (a.d. 264—34-0).

'O ixevTOi ye irporepo'i avTM> dp^rj'ybt; 6 TaTiavu<; a-vvd(f)einv

riva Kai crvva'y(o'yr)v ovfc oZS' ottco? toop evayyeXicov avvdelf, to

out reaadpcop tovto irpocrwvopLaaev o Kal irapd Tiatv elaeTi vvv

(pipeTut.

" The former leader of the Encratites, Tatian, composed some-

how a kind of combined and concurrent gospel and called it the

Diatessaron, a work which is still circulated in some quarters."
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It is not quite easy to tell how much acquaintance, on the

part of Eusebius, with the text of the Diatessaron may be inferred.

His language seems to imply a want of approbation of Tatian's

method, but has been interpreted to mean total ignorance of his

work\ If the last were the true interpretation, it would not only

militate strongly against the existence of a Greek Diatessaron, but

would requii-e us to believe that the Diatessaron in Syriac was

cii-culated entirely, or almost entirely, in the Euphrates Valley, for

Eusebius could hardly have been unacquainted with a Syriac book

commonly current in Palestine. Of one thing we may be certain

;

that in the time of Eusebius the Diatessaron was already under

censure and in process of elimination from the Churches ;
otherwise

he could not speak of its being still circulated in some quarters.

And, if under censure in the time of Eusebius, it looks as if this

were the result of an undiscriminating antagonism to Tatian's

writings generally ; for it is not easy to see why a simple harmony

of the Gospels should provoke hostility, even if an occasional

apocryphal sentence be found therein. There is hardly any period

in the history of the Church when some one has not been

combining or harmonising the narratives of the four Gospels:

nor would the Church normally visit such efforts with censure.

C. Epiphanius, Heresies, 46, 1. (a.d. 320—402.)

Xeyerat Be to hid reaadpcov evayyeXiov vtt avTOV yeyevt'jaOai,

oirep Kara 'E^palov^; TLve'i KaXouai.

" They say the Diatessaron Gospel owes its origin to Tatian,

some people call it the Gospel according to the Hebrews."

What Epiphanius means, by suggesting an identification

between the Diatessaron and the Gospel according to the Hebrews,

is not very plain. The confusion may have arisen, (a) by a

reflection that since the Encratites used the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, and Tatian had joined himself to them, his Syriac

compound Gospel must be the same as theirs; or (/3) because

Tatian may have made use of passages found in the Gospel of the

Hebrews, so that the transference of the singularities of that

Gospel invited a misunderstanding as to the nature of the Har-

1 According to Lightfoot {Cont. Eev., 1877, p. 1136: Essmjs on Supenmtural

Religion 1889, p. 278): "It is not ignorance of the contents, but disparagement of

the plan of Tatian's work, which the expression of Eusebius impHes.

"
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monised Gospel on the part of superficial readers ; or (7) it may
mean nothing more than that one Syriac (or Hebrew) Gospel was
mistaken for another, which was current in some neighboring

region of the East. Of these alternatives the second stands

without support ; no passage which tradition assigns to the Gospel

of the Hebrews having been clearly demonstrated to be absorbed

in the Harmony: the third alternative seems hardly a strong

enough explanation : the first is, however, an adequate h^'pothesis

for the facts of the case ; nor would it be inconsistent with our

second hypothesis, viz., the use of the Hebrew Gospel in the

Harmony, if such use could be clearly proved. If Tatian made his

harmony after he joined the Encratites, he would be very likely to

transfer something from their favorite text ; but this point is not

yet clear; the Harmony, as we have it, is singularly free from

anything bordering on Gnostic Asceticism.

D. Rahbula, Canons of Edessa (a.d. 412—435).

Zahn quotes from amongst the Canons of Eabbula, bishop of

Edessa, the following rule

:

" Let the presbyters and deacons have a care that in all the

churches there be provided and read a copy of the distinct Gospel
"

This distinct Gospel is the antithesis to the compiled Gospel,

and the Canon is an enforcement of the same rule which we shall

presently find Theodorct putting in operation, viz. the expulsion

of the Diatessaron and the introduction of the separate Gospels.

This is the reason why, in the Syriac Gospels of Cureton, the first

gospel is marked with the singular title, " Distinct Gospel of

Matthew"; and not, as Cureton imagined, because it was in any

way detached in historical development from the other Gospels.

The use of the expression shews that the Cureton copy (the MS.,

not the Version) is an antidote to another gospel which was

current when it was written. The fact that the Diatessaron was

really a Church Lectionary comes out also from the fact that the

Arabic Version still presents it to us as divided into 55 sections,

for the Sundays and chief feasts of the Ecclesiastical year, much in

the same way as the Pentateuch is divided by the Jews.
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E. Theodoret, De fab. haer. (a d. 4o8.)

OuTO? TO Sia recra-dpcov KaXov/juevov avvreOeiKev evayyeXtov,

Ta? T€ yeveaXoyia'i irepLKo-^a'^ koX to. aWa oaa Ik <T7re/o//.aTo?

Aa/3i8 KaTCL aapKa yeyevvrjfxivov rov Kvptov heiKvvcnv. expiqaavro

he rovrw ov fiovoi oi t^t eKeivov av/j,fiopLa<;, dWa koI ol toi<;

dTro(TTo\iKol<i eTTo/jLevoL Boy/J-acri, rrjv Tij'i avi^dr}Kr)<i KaKovpylav ovk

iyvwKOTGii, d\X dirXovarepov (Of a-vvTO/xo) rw ySi/SXtw '^^^ptjadfievoi.

evpov he Kayco 7rXeiov<i rj BiaKocrta<; /3//3\ou9 ToiavTa<i ev rac'i Trap*

-qixlv eKKX'qalai'i TeTi/xrj/xeva'i, koX 'irdaa<; avvayayutv dTredefiijv

Kol rd Twv Teaa-dpcov evayyeXtarwv avreiariyayov evayyeXia.

"He (Tatian) composed the so-called Diatessaron by cutting

out the genealogies and whatever goes to prove the Lord to have

been born of the seed of David according to the flesh. And

this work was in use not only among his own party but even

amongst those who follow the tradition of the Apostles, who used

it somewhat too innocently as a compendium of the Gospels,

without recognising the craftiness of its composition. I myself

found more than 200 copies in reverential use in the churches of

my diocese, all of which I removed, replacing them by the Gospels

of the four Evangelists."

Theodoret was bishop of Cyrus on the Euphrates, and his ^
diocese included about 800 churches\ If we assign a single

copy of the Gospels to each church, we find one fourth of the

churches reading the Diatessaron. So that in the neighborhood

of the Euphrates and beyond that the Harmony must in earlier

times than Theodoret have been substantially the one Gospel

accepted for church use. No such phenomenon presents itself

elsewhere. For once, the proverb that " a prophet is without

honor in his own country " was completely falsified. But then

Tatian spent most of his time in travel and in the West.

F. Bar-ali, Glossary, (a.d. 885.)

Payne Smith,
" Duistarsun (otherwise Diakutrun) : the Gospel

Themuras, i. which is the Diatessaron, made by Titianos, the com-

piled Gospel. A gospel made, in a general sense, on

the sense of the four Evangelists (God's blessing be upon them I).

It contains neither the natural nor the traditional genealogy

1 Theod., Ep. U.S.
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of o\ir Lord Christ: and he who iiiade' it (Titiauos) has on tliat

account been anathematised."

G. Bar-Bahlid (latter half of Xth century).

A Syriac lexicographer of this time and name gives us the

following notice :
" Diatessaron, that is to say, the Gospel compiled

from the four Evangelists."

In this there is no reference to the author ; so that, in strict-

ness, Bar-Bahlul ought not to be quoted amongst the historical

authorities for Tatian's work. The sentence above given is taken

from the oldest MS. of Bar-Bahlul's work, dated 1214 A. D.\ Later

MSS. however, quoted in Payne Smith's Thesaurus (p. 870), add the

sentence, " and this was composed in Alexandria and was made by
Tatian the Bishop." These words are taken from a notice of

Dionysius Bar-Salibi or from Bar-Hebraeus to whom we shall

presently refer, and it will not be necessary to explain twice over

the confusion into which the lexicogi-aphers have fallen.

The name " the compiled Gospel," which is probably the old

Syriac twin-term with Diatessaron, suggests acquaintance on the

part of Bar-Bahlul with the book itself: and the more so, since, as

Zahn*^ has pointed out, he uses the corresponding term, " the

distinct Gospel," to describe the Gospel of Matthew. For he says

(on Matth. xxvii. 16) that in this passage "This Bar-abba is

called Jesus, So it stands written in the distinct Gospel." The
Curetonian text is missing at this point, or we should probably

be able at once to verify the gloss which gives a well-known and
remarkable ancient reading ("Jesus Bar-abba or Jesus who is

called Messiah ?
").

H. Dionysius Bar-Salibi (f later than 1207 A.D.).

In his Commentary on the Gospels', he writes:

"Tatian, the disciple of Justin the Philosopher and Martyr,

selected fiom the four Gospels and patched up and made a Gospel

and called it Diatessaron, that is to say, the Compiled : and this

work Mar Ephrem commented on. Elias of Salaniia, who is also

called Aphthonius, made a Gospel on the model of the Diatessaron

> MS. Socin., I. 2 Tatian, p. 105.

' Assemani, Bill. Or., i. 57: ii. 151).
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which Ammonius had made, to which Eusebius alludes in the

introduction to the Canons which he gave to the Gospel. Bub

Elias sought for that Diatessaron and could not find it, and so he

made another, taking it for his model. And Elias finds fault here

and there with the Canons of Eusebius, and points out errors in

them, and with good reason. The copy which Elias made is not

easy to come at."

The writer distinguishes three Diatessarons, all of which were

until recently supposed to be lost. The first is Tatian's, of which

he speaks somewhat scornfully as if he were drawing his informa-

tion from Eusebius, but at the same time adding the important

information which he could not have derived from Eusebius, that

Ephrem had made the text of the harmony the groundwork of a

Commentary. This information is of the highest value, and has

been verified by the recovery of the actual commentary of Ephrem.

The second harmony is the one mentioned by Eusebius as the

work of Ammonius of Alexandria. Bar-Salibi knew little of it,

and we hardly know more : it may, however, some day be found.

The third, that of Elias of Salanda, is, I believe, only known

from this passage. Even in the time of Bar-Salibi, it was rare to

find a copy.

I. Gregory Bar-Hebraens (f 1286).

Bar-Hebraeus, in an introduction which he makes to his Scholia

on Matthew', writes as follows :

" When Eusebius of Caesarea saw the confusion which Am-
monius of Alexandria had made in the Gospel, that is the Dia-

tessaron, the compiled Gospel whose beginning is, 'In the beginning

was the Word,' and Mar Ephrem has expounded it ; he preserved

the four Gospels in the integrity of their form, but pointed out the

agreement of the words by Canons written in red."

The language shews that this is derived from Eusebius and

Dionysius Bar-Salibi : only the writer confounds two of the

Diatessarons mentioned by Bar-Salibi, and describes Tatian's as

though it were that of Ammonius, while he makes a further

blunder in raising the author of the Harmony to the Episcopate.

' Assemani, Bill. Or., i. 57.
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J. Ehed-JefsH (beginning (jf cent. XIV).

This writer describes correctly the Harmony of Tatian, whose

labors he makes the model of his own : but he falls into an

apparent confusion between Tatian and Ammonius, into which he

may have been led by Bar-Hebraeus. The passages in which he

refei-s to the Diatessaron are as follows

:

Mai, Scinpt. vet. nov. Coll., x. 191 :
" When Tatian, a certain

philosopher, had comprehended intellectually the mciining of the

utterances of the Evangelists, and had fixed in his mind the object

of their divine work, he collected from the four of them that

admirable work which he called the Diatessaron, in which, while

following most carefully the right order of the words and deeds of

the Saviour, he did not add a single sentence of his own."

Cf. also Assemani, Bibl. Or., ill. 1, 12: "The Gospel which an

Alexandrian of the name of Ammonius collected (he is also called

Tatian) and named it the Diatessaron."

From Ebed-Jesu's remark about Tatian's caution in compiling

the harmony, we can almost infer that he used some such copy as

our Arabic text gives, in which Tatianisms (if one may coin the

word) have been reduced almost to zero. It is remarkable that,

as Tatian's text became accommodated to the accepted versions, he

himself seems to have recovered his ecclesiastical reputation.

K. A scholion in Ev. 72 (Xlth cent.).

This MS., one of the Harley Codices in the British Museum
(No. 5647), has been brought forward in connection with Tatian

on account of a scholion which is found on its margin over against

Mt. xxvii. 49.

o" OTL €t9 TO tcaO^ iaroplav evayyiXtou AiaSwpov Kat Tariavov

Koi aWoiV 8ia<f>6p(ov dyi'cov Trarepcov' tovto TrpocTKelrai'

<T "AXX09 be Xa^av \6'y')(r]v ei/u^ev airov rrjv ifKevpav' koI

i^rfkdev vSfop Kal dlfia' tovto Xiyei koI 6 ^pvaoaTOfic;.

These notes (a-rjfjLeicoa-eU) have provoked much comment, inas-

much as they proffered an explanation of the presence in many
early copies of Matthew (at the close of c. xxvii. 49) of words

describing the piercing of the Saviour's side :
" But another taking

a spear ])ierced his side and there came otit water and blood."
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The Anuotator says that it was found so in the historical gospel of

Diodorus, Tatian, and other holy fathers; and that Chrysostom

says the same. The testimony is obviously incapable of verifi-

cation inasmuch as neither in the Arabic nor the Armenian does

the passage in John follow here. Probably it was a guess on

the part of the Annotator, who referred to the Diatessaron of

Tatian, as the most natural cause to explain a displacement :
but

his suggestion may have been quite wide of the mark. Possibly

we are to understand AtaSwpoi; as a mis-read abbreviation for

hiareaadpcov = 8ca8, for we know of no historical gospel of

Diodorus, although the well-known Diodorus of Tarsus wrote

a commentary on the gospels, now lost. The reference of the

writer to Chrysostom is probably a misunderstanding caused by

a hasty reference. The writer can hardly be taken therefore as

an authority for anything in Tatian. Dr Burgon, in his Last

Tivelve Verses of Mark (p. 316), has unfortunately stamped his

approval too definitely on this scholium :
" Not only is the testi-

mony of the critical fact abundantly sufficient, but the proposed

solution of the difficulty, in itself the reverse of improbable, is in

the highest degree suggestive as well as important. The circum-

stance before us is the only thing lue know for certain about the

text of Tatian's (miscalled) harmony." The italics are Dr Burgon's

!

IV. Quotations from the Diatessaron.

A. Doctrine of Addai.

Passing from the direct or indirect historical references to the

Diatessaron in early writers, we ask what quotations from the

Tatian Harmony may be considered as fairly identified. Naturally,

our first thought will be that we should most likely find such

quotations in Syriac writers, and especially in such as flourished

before the edition of the Syriac Vulgate, or before that text had

thoroughly established itself in public favor. For instance, we

have shewn that the Doctrine of Addai makes reference to the

use of the Diatessaron in the city of Edessa, and implies no know-

ledge of any other gospel as current in that city :
and we may

therefore reasonably expect that the scriptural references in the

Doctrine of Addai are references to the Diatessaron. This is a

matter capable of being tested : we shall shew, later, traces of

II. V. 2
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remarkable apocryphal readings found in the Doctrine and in the

Diatessaron. But, without referring to these, we may examine

some simple Scripture references in the Doctrine of Addai, and

compare them with the Harmony. Take the following passage

for example

:

" Abgar commanded them to give to Addaeus silver and gold.

Addaeus said to him : How can we receive that which is not ours ?

For, lo ! that which was ours have we forsaken, as we were com-

manded by our Lord to do : because without purses and without

scrips, bearing the cross upon our shoulders, were we commanded

to preach His Gospel in the whole creation."

The last words certainly contain a reference to the 15th verse

of the last chapter of Mark :
" Preach the Gospel to every

creature," and we are sure that the last twelve verses of Mark

were found in the Diatessaron, for they are in Zahns reconstructed

text, in the modern Arabic Harmony, in the old Cureton Syriac,

and in other early Syriac monuments which use the Diatessaron or

are related to it. There are other references of a less certain

character, such as perhaps Luke xxii. So: "I sent you out Avithout

purse and scrip," where the Diatessaron has the plural, 'purses

and scrips,' just as the Doctrine of Addai.

Again, take the following passage :

" And he said to them : Because the gate of life is strait and

the way of truth narrow, therefore are the believers of the truth

few." Here the passage quoted is Matth. vii. 14. The text

which the writer used contained therefore the sentences :
" Strait

is the gate and narrow the way which leadeth unto life, and few

there be that find it." Now the words " the gate " are omitted by

a group of early authorities, and were accordingly bracketed as

doubtful by both Lachmann and Tischendorf The Diatessaron,

however, has them. The present case is not so good as the

previous one, becau-se there was really no sufficient ground on

which to base a rejection of the words from the text, or even a

hesitation with regard to them. Several other references may be

found in the Doctrine, all agreeing with the Diatessaron with

sufficient closeness ; nor is there any reference, so far as I know,

to invalidate the hypothesis, that the Gospel of the author of the

Doctrine of Addai wjus the harmonised Gospel of Tatian. More

striking instances will be found later on.
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B. Aj)!' relates tJie Persian (c. 340 A.D.).

Aphraates of Farad, better known as Mar Yakub, was bishop

of Nisibis (?) and Abbot of the convent of St Matthew near Mosul,

and, according to Zahn, is one of the chief Patristic authorities for

the Diatessaron.

His homilies, comprising an alphabetically ordered series of 22

sections, were written about the year 336 A.D., and a supplementary

23rd homily was added in the year 345. From these homilies we

may extract large portions of the Gospel as used by Aphraates,

and determine the relative order of many parts of that Gospel.

The first 22 homilies are based upon the text of the Diatessaron.

We may test this in various ways. In the first place, the general

sequence of the narrative may be examined. Before the complete

Harmony came to light, this was done by Zahn, who detected the

following sequence in a summary of our Lord's sayings and doings,

as given by Aphraates : against each detail we will set its place

in the Diatessaron.

Aphraates. Diatessaron.

1. Sermon on the Mount

:

Ch. VIII, IX, x.

2. First case of healing (the Centurion's son) :

Ch. XI.

3. Stilling of the Storm, and expulsion of the legion of devils

:

Ch. XII.

4. Healing of Jairus's daughter, and of the woman with the

issue

:

Ch. xii.

5. Healing of two blind men : Ch. xii.

6. Sending out of the Apostles : Ch. xii.

7. The woman who was a sinner

:

Ch. XV.

8. Of the cost of building a tower

:

Ch. xv Jin.

9. Expulsion of the devils and purifying of the house :

Ch. XVI. init.

10. Parables of the Sower and the treasure hid in the field

:

Ch. XVI.

11. Attempt to throw Jesus headlong

:

Ch. xvii.

12. Feeding of the 5,000 : Ch. xviii.

13. The Canaanite woman : Ch. xx.

14. Healing of the man with an impediment in his speech

:

Ch. XXI.
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15. Healing of blind men: Ch. XXIir.

16. Transfiguration

:

Ch. xxiv.

17. Healing of the lunatic lad : Ch. xxiv.

18. Warning not to despise these little ones: Ch. xxiv.

19. The man with an infirmity of 38 years' standing

:

Ch. XXII.

20. The rich young man receives counsel as to perfection

:

Ch. XXVIII.

21. The rich man and Lazarus: Ch. xxix.

22. The workers sent into the Vineyard : Ch. xxix, fin.

In every case, except No. 19, the order followed is that of the

Diatessaron : observe the place occupied by the attempt of the

Nazarenes to throw Jesus headlong, which is far beyond the place

to which it is usually assigned by Harmonists. It certainly looks

as if Zahn were right in his general statement, that Aphraates

used a Harmony, and that this Harmony was that of Tatian.

But we may also take a continuous passage in Aphraates and

subject it to examination. Let us take the one quoted by Zahn

(p. 76), the story of the rich young man. We will place the

Arabic Harmony side by side with the Homily :

Aphraates. Tatian : Arabic.

"What shall I do that I "JYt* "Good Master, what shall

may inherit eternal life ? I do that I may have
18. eternal life ? Jesus said

unto him : Why callast

thou me good ? none is

good save one, God.

19. Thoukuowest the commandments.

Matth. ^f thou wilt enter into life,

XIX. 17. keep the commandments.

The young man said unto

18. Him, What commandments ?

The Lord said unto him ; Mark Jesus said unto him :

Do not commit adultery, ^" ^^' Do nt)t commit adultery :

Do not steal. Do nut steal, Do not kill,

Do not bear false witne.ss :

and honour thy father and Matth. Honour thy father and thy
\IX 19

thy mother and love thy neighbour mother and love thy neighbour

as thy.self : The young man 20. ^^ thyself. The young man
.said unto him : Thus said unto him. All these

have I done, since I was have I kept from my youth :
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a boy. But what lack I? What lack I yet ? But Jesus,

Then Jesus looked upon him x. 21. having looked upon him,

lovingly and said, loved him, and said to him

;

One other thing is lacking to thee: Matth ^^ ^'^^^ ^^^^ ^® perfect,

If thou wilt be perfect, go, ^'x- 21- one thing is lacking to thee,

sell all that thou hast go, sell all that thou hast,

and give to the poor, and give to the poor and thou shalt

and take up thy cross and have treasure in heaven :

follow me. And that man, and take thy cross and

when he heard, became 22. follow me. At this word

very sorrowful and went the face of the youth became

away gloomy to his house, austere, and he went away

because he was very rich xviii. 23, sorrowful ; for he was

in possessions. And Jesus u. very rich. But Jesus seeing

Mark his sorrow, looked towards

said : See ^'
' his disciples and said to

how hard it is for those them. How hard it is for

who trust in their possessions those who have monies,

to enter into the kingdom to enter into the kingdom

of heaven." of God."

It will be observed that the order in Aphraates is closely that

of the Harmony : he transposes two clauses in Matth., xix. 21 :

and in the last sentence he gives " those who trust in riches," for

"those that have riches," as though he had a different text to the

Harmony : but this is not the case, for the reading of Aphraates is

the early Western text in Mark, x. 24, which follows almost

immediately in the Harmony. We may say, then, that there is

a close agreement between the text of the Harmony and the text

that underlies the Homilies of Aphraates. Perhaps the connection

will be clearer if we draw attention to one or two singular passages.

Let us compare Diat. xxix. = Luke xvi. 28 with the following

from Aphraates: "That he may go and testify to them and so

they may not sin and also may not come into this torment."

Now the Arabic Harmony has " Let him go, lest they also sin

and come into this place of torment."

We observe that there must have been a primitive error in the

Greek text, according to which the words ottco? hiafiaprvpr)Tai by

a confusion with Biafiaprdva) became read " that they may not sin
"

as we have it in the harmony and with a correction and subsequent

conflation in Aphraates. And no other evidence, as far as I know,

is forthcoming for the existence of the reading.

Or take Diat xxxil. = John 11. 21 where we have in the
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Arabic, " But he spake of the temple of his body : for when they
should destroy that he would raise it in three days."

The last sentence, which is thoroughly characteristic of a
Harmony for popular use, has happily escaped excision in the
Aiabic Harmony and is certainly genuine Tatian.

Now in Aphraates we find: "And his disciples understood
that he spake of his body, in that he would, after they had broken
it, raise it up in three days."

Coincidences of this kind are the best evidence of the relation

between the texts in question.

C. ;S^. Ephrem the Syrian (373 a.d.).

Among the later historical notices of the Diatessaron, we find

the statement that Mar Ephrem commented upon the text of the
Diatessaron

; and this statement has been confirmed in a remark-
able manner by the recovery of the very work of Ephrem to which
allusion has been made.

In the year 1862, Lagarde, in issuing his text of the Apostolic

Constitutions, remarked as follows, at the close of his preface:

"We have not a few of the works of S, Ephrem the Syrian in an
Ai-menian translation, published at Venice in four volumes in the

year 1836, which are denounced as supposititious with a hardihood
exactly proportional to the critic's ignorance of Armenian. In vol.

II. 5—260, will be found a commentary upon a harmony of the
Gospels, beginning with the passage John i. 1, so that it may be
easily discerned upon what sort of a harmony the commentary of

Ephrem was based, as I shall presently undertake to shew."

These words seem to have attracted almost as little attention

as the published works of Ephrem in the Armenian dress: and
yet could anything have been much more significant ? A harmony
of the Gospels in Syriac, and commencing with the fourth Gospel

!

The works of Ephrem to which Lagarde alluded were produced
from the press of the Armenian monks of the monastery of

S. Lazaro near Venice, to whom we are indebted for so many
other early pieces, now extant only in the Armenian language.

In the year 1876, Professor George Mosinger of Salzburg
re-published the commentary of Ephrem in a Latin translation

which was an emendation of one made by Aucher, the editor of

Ephrem, with an introductory preface shewing that the underlying
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and accompanying Biblical text was the Harmony of Tatian. By

the aid of this valuable work, it became possible, even for those

unacquainted with the Armenian tongue, to re-construct for

themselves large parts of the Tatian Harmony. We learn also,

from Mosinger's collection of authorities for the statements made

as to the commentary of Ephrem on the harmonised Gospels, that

this work must have been current, not only in the Syriac from

which the Armenian was made, but also in a Greek version, for

extracts from it are current in Greek in certam MSS of the

Vatican library\ It is difficult to believe, therefore, that the

commentary of Ephrem and the Diatessaron of Tatian can have

wholly perished from the Syriac language, when they were once m

such demand ; and we cannot help suspecting that the Diatessaron

may even now be lying on the shelves of our great libraries,

disguised perhaps as a lectionary, especially since so many lection-

aries begin with the fourth Gospel.

It was this work of Mosinger, then, that prepared the way for

the valuable researches of Zahn^ who by a skilful combination

of this work of Ephrem with the earlier Syriac writers succeeds

in restoring approximately large parts of the Tatian Harmony

to their proper order and context, so that we can very nearly

judge without the Arabic Harmony, what sequence Tatian followed,

what passages he omitted, and what additions his text shews when

compared with later texts. According to Mosinger, we are to

ascribe this work of Ephrem to the year 864 A.D., on account

of reference made in it to the desolate and distracted condition

of the Church of Edessa after the expulsion of their bishop

Barses by the Emperor Valens in order to place an Arian bishop

in the vacated see. Zahn, however, has shewn that the date of

the banishment of Barses is not susceptible of such exact deter-

mination, and regards it as probable that the year 373 is a

more exact date for the persecution of the Church at Edessa

consequent upon the expulsion of their Bishop. We have accord-

ingly given this date for the production of Ephrem s com-

mentary ; and the allusions to the state of Edessa under the name

"this city" render it certain that the place of publication was

exactly the place where we should have expected the commentary

1 According to Assemani, Bibl. Or., i. 157, in codd. Vat. gr. 663, 733, et 1190.

Zahn, Forschungen zur Geschichte des Nciitestamentlichen Kanons, Iheii i.

Tatian's Diatessaron : Erlangen, 1881.
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on the Diatessaron to have shewn itself, if the most popular Bible

text had been selected as the basis of the commentary. By the

year 373, however, there must have been other textual influences

at work. Dr Hort points out the fact of the revision of the old

Syriac version of the Gospels, and the introduction of the Peshito

(or Vulgate S}Tiac). His words are important' :
" two facts render

it highly probable that the Syriac revision was instituted or

sanctioned by high authority, personal or ecclesiastical : the almost

total extinction of old Syriac MSS. contrasted with the great

number of extant Vulgate Syriac MSS.; and the narrow range of

variation found in Vulgate Syriac MSS., so far as they have yet

been examined. Historical antecedents render it tolerably certain

that the locality of such an authoritative revision, accepted by

Syriac Christendom, would be either Edessa or Nisihis." Now it

will hardly be likely, if such a revision had gone on (completed

before 350 according to Dr Hort), that no traces of it should be

felt in the quotations of Ephrem ; and, as a matter of fact, three

times in his commentary he expressly quotes a certain " Graecus
"

as against the text of Tatian ; in which passages he is probably

referring to the Peshito which has been revised by means of the

Greek, much in the same way as in his commentaries on the Old

Testament he calls his authority the launaja or Greek version,

though he is supposed to have been unacquainted with Greek.

We must be prepared, therefore, to make some allowance for this

influence in our analysis of the text of Ephrem. The same cause,

which we just begin to feel in Ephrem, operated finally to produce

a revised text of the Diatessaron, such as we find in the Arabic

version.

There is another point that must be kept in mind in handling

the commentary of Ephrem : it may be shewn that Ephrem was

perfectly aware of the origin of the work upon which he was

occupied. For he goes out of his way to make a peculiarly unfair

attack upon the Encratites, with their bread-and-water Eucharist,

in his comment on the departure of Judas from the supper-table.

For he represents our Lord as dipping the bread which he gave to

Judas in water, and he says*: " The Lord separated Judas from

the disciples by means of the water when he gave him bread

dipped in water, because he was not worthy of that bread which

' Introduction to N. T., p. 136.

" Ephrem, Concord., p. 221.
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was given along with wine to the twelve [read eleven] apostles."

Here, then, we have a direct attack on the Encratites\ But these

sentences did not carry with them a condemnation of Tatian's

Harmony, as some writers have supposed, for, in that case, Ephrem

would have been very unlikely to have handled the book for

didactic purposes. The most we can say, as a consequence of the

observed blow at the Encratites in the commentary on Tatian, is

that Ephrem would have been likely to omit anything which he

found in the Harmony that was capable of an Encratite interpre-

tation: or, in other words, the absence of such matter from the

text of Ephrem w^ould prove nothing as to the Harmony, if

evidence of its existence in the Harmony were forthcoming from

other quarters^

V. The related Harmony of Victor of Capua.

The celebrated Codex Fiddensis, which is one of the earliest

and best authorities for the text of the Vulgate version of the

New Testament, contains its Gospels, not in the usual form, but

harmonised into a single gospel ; and this Harmony is stated by

its author, Victor, Bishop of Capua, to have been based upon an

earlier Harmony which came accidentally into his hands. The

first question which' suggested itself to Victor was that of the

authorship of the work, for he had seen nothing of the kind

before. From P]usebius' letter to Carpianus he learnt that Am-

monius of Alexandria had made a connection between the Gospel

of Matthew and the parallel passages of the other three Gospels,

and that Eusebius had imitated this work in his table of Canons

of Reference for the four Gospels. From the Ecclesiastical History

of Eusebius he learnt, further, that Tatian had composed a con-

tinuous Gospel which he called Diapente (Victor having here

' In the same way, in describing the marriage at Cana, he says (p. 56) that by

the change of water into wine He shewed Himself the Lord of creation, and by

restricting that change to things already existing, as water and wine, they might

understand that the thing made was not to be gnostically despised or reprobated.

On the lost piece of money he notes that it may mean that the image of Adam

is compared to a drachma. This was aimed at one of Tatian's peculiar views, the

non-salvability of Adam (p. 162: cf. Iren., i. 28).

2 It will be seen that the facts brought forward dispose conclusively of Dr

Burgon's contention, that Westcott and Hort have attached the name of Tatian to

a work "which does not even pretend to be his."
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made some blunder between the similar terms Diapente, and

Diatessaron," ¥\ve-m-one" and " Four-in-one ")\ Was the Har-

mony which he had found that of Ammonius or that of Tatian ?

Victor inclined to the latter, though he seems to have been

perplexed at the thought of such an obviously useful and

meritorious work being due to a heretic ; but he evidently

swallowed his scruples as to whether any good thing could

emanate from Encratism, and decided for Tatian. The solution

was rendered more easy by the thought that the work might

have been due to the earlier years when he kept close to the

side of the blessed Justin and had not yet become so extreme in

his asceticism. And, further, Victor seems to have argued that,

in any case, the words of his Lord were not to be visited with

a censure that might have lighted upon Tatian, it being sufficient

to reject and discard from the Evangelic text anything which the

heretic might have added by way of commentar3^ Accordingly,

somewhere about the year 541, Victor reconstructed the Harmony
on the basis of the Vulgate, and with the help of a skilful

calligraphist produced one of the most splendid manuscripts that

have come down to us from the early days of the Church. The
verification of Victor's ascription of the ground-work of his

Harmony to Tatian turns upon the order shewn by his Vulgate

text, and more especially upon the order shewn by the descriptive

capitulation prefixed to the same ; for example, the Codex Ful-

densis opens with Luke i. 1— 4, followed by John i. 1—5 : this

differs from Tatian, who seems never to have incorporated the

prologue of Luke. But a reference to the table of chapters shews

us as follows : Praefatio. I. In principio verbum • deus apud

deitm ' per quern facta sunt omnia. This suggests, at once, that

Victor has inserted the prologue to Luke on his own account.

In the same way, we can explain the presence of the genealogy of

our Lord in "the Codex Fuldensis, which certainly found no place

in the Tatian Harmony, and is not mentioned in the capitulation

:

for, although this gives : xxv. v, De generationem vel natiuitate

ChHsti, this refers more naturally to Matth. i. 18 {Christi autem

generatio sic erat) than to the prefixed Matth. i. 1—17, "Liber

generationis Ihesu Christi' " etc.

^ It is certain that the text of Eusebius gives Diatcsnaion, and that Victor's book

was a Gospel " made up out of four." But perhaps the voUime contained the Acts.

" Ilenco, Lightfoot's verdict in Essays on Siiprnuiturfil RcHfjion, p. 2HK. neods
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But the verification of Victor's view demands a much closer

examination ; and when we place the two Harmonies (the Arabic

Tatian and the Codex Fiddensis) we shall find, in the midst of

frequent misplacement, such agreement in singular details as will

furnish the strongest confirmation of the theory in question.

For example, from the thirtieth chapter of the Tatian Harmony

to the end, the agi-eement with the capitulation of the Codex

Fiddensis (cc. 110—182) is only thrice broken, first by the

exemplar of the Codex Fiddensis having carried back c. 39 of the

Harmony (the triumphal entry into Jerusalem) and placed it

between c. 31 and 32, where it should have stood historically;

secondly, by the same codex having carried the parable of the ten

minae (c. 31) forward so as to place it almost immediately after

the parable of the ten talents (c. 43); thirdly, by the carrying

back, on the part of the same codex, of the account of the

repentance of Judas, to its right place in the Gospel of Matthew.

Of the stages by which the Tatian Harmony passed over into

the form in which Victor found it, we know but little: it is

conceivable that there may lie between the Syriac Tatian and the

Latin Victor a Greek adaptation of the Harmony, but the whole

question is complicated by the fact that we do not possess the

Tatian Harmony in its primitive form.

It will be seen that this agreement covers more than a third

of the whole book. In the middle of the book the displacements

are frequent, although it is often possible to assign a motive for

them : but these displacements do not affect the argument.

VI. The Apocryphal Additions to the Gospels found

IN THE DiATESSARON.

Few subjects are of greater interest in connection with the

Gospels than the study of the additional matter which has at-

tached to them in their process of transmission or of the subtracted

matter which may have been separated from them and discarded.

a slight re-statement: "There can be no doubt that Victor was mistaken about the

authorship: for, though the work is constructed on the same general plan as

Tatian's, it does not begin with John i. 1, but with Luke i, 1, and it does contain

the genealogies. It belongs therefore, at least in its present form, neither to

Tatian nor to Ammonius." There is a confusion here between the Harmony

which Victor found and the one which he made.
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Especially in connection with the sayings and doings of our Lord,

the so-called apocryphal sentences, many of which were once

current in copies of the New Testament, form a collection of such

importance both for His own teaching and for the knowledge of

the opinions of early schools of Christian thought, that they ought

certainly to be attached to the authorized scriptures in the form of

an appendix. Nor should we mourn much, if, in order to find a

place for them, the prefaces and appendices which are found in

the modem Revised Bible were to be curtailed or excised alto-

gether. It is a matter of very small importance whether we say,

" Our father which," or " Our father who;" but no one can say that

the Section found in Codex Bezae concerning the' man whom the

Lord found working on the Sabbath day is destitute of ethical or

even textual importance. Certainly not the latter; for, if we
could find out the quarter from whence Codex Bezae derived the

story, we should probably have in our hands the key to a multitude

of other peculiarities found in that MS. and in a group of asso-

ciated texts. Now, if we ask ourselves in what directions we
ought to look for the existence of apocryphal matter connected

with the New Testament, especially the Gospels (we use the word
apocryphal in its right sense, without any contempt), the answer

would be that the principal sources are

:

(1) The Gospel according to the Hebrews, of which scraps are

preserved to us in the margins of sundry copies of the Gospels, and
in some of the early fathers :

(2) The old-Latin and old-SjTiac versions of the Gospels:

(3) The Diatessaron of Tatian.

With respect to the first, we have at present little to say:

what we know of it hardly concerns the Diatessaron ; nor can we
as yet trace any points of contact between the two in the matter

of external eccentricities. If there be any such contact, it does

not lie on the surface ; and we may defer the search for it until

we know more about the Diatessaron.

But with reference to the other two, the connection is intimate:

the text of the Diatessaron is directly affiliated with the oldest

Syriac texts of the Gospels ; it is a brother to the old-Syriac of

Cureton, and a first cousin to the old-Latin texts. If we can

succeed in restoring it to its archaic form, it will probably solve

for us more than half of the yet unsolved textual riddles in the

Gospels. This moan.'^ that its text is what Dr Hort calls Wcstorn ;
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even when revised it is Western and Syrian, with hardly a trace

(if there be a trace) of the importation of Alexandrian readings,

and no neutral readings at all or next to none.

This is a subject which will demand close and careful attention.

At present, we only refer to it in order to indicate the following

conclusion as one to which we shall probably be led, viz., that the

Apocryphal additions which existed in the earliest Syriac texts of

the Gospels will most likely find themselves a place in the text of

the Diatessaron ; and, conversely, apocryphal sentences which

may be found in any pair of the triad, old-Latin + old-Syriac

+ Diatessaron, will probably be readings of the earliest Syriac text

that ever existed : and, even where only one member of the group

testifies to an apocryphal addition, we may occasionally support

that reading so strongly from other quarters as to demonstrate its

extreme antiquity.

Let us proceed to test this matter by a succession of examples

of early Diatessaron readings. We begin with Matth., xviii. 7

:

" It must needs be that offences come, but woe unto him by whom
they come." To this sentence are prefixed in the Homilies of

Aphraates the words : "It must needs be that good come and

blessed be he by whom it comes." Now, there is no reference

in the homily of Ephrem to either part of the passage ; but

Aphraates introduces it with the words, " It is written," which

shews that he is quoting from his Gospel, that is, from the

Diatessaron or from a Syriac text closely related thereto.

When we turn to the Arabic version, we find no trace of the

added words, so that, as far as the evidence of the Arabic goes, one

would be inclined to say, it can hardly be a Diatessaron reading.

The passage has no place in the Curetonian Syriac nor in any

other copy or version.

But, suppose we turn to the Clementine Homilies, here we
find (in Horn. xii. 29) the following sentence: "Then Peter

answered, The prophet of the truth has said. Good things must

needs come, and blessed, said he, is he by whom they come : in

like manner, evil things must needs come, but woe to him through

whom they come." Here, again, the language carries one to a

sentence in one of the Gospels; and, while we cannot assert,

positively, that this Gospel is the Diatessaron in its earliest form,

we can at least say that it came from the Diatessaron or from

some other early and uncanonical gospel. On examining the
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Arabic Version more closely, we find the veise runs: "Woe unto

the world because of offences. But woe unto that man by whom
the offence cometh." The Arabic has therefore a curtailed text

:

it has left out at least the words, " It must needs be that offences

come." Does it not look as if in erasing the added sentence,

" Good things must needs come, etc.," and conforming the extract

to the current gospels, the corrector had gone a little farther with

his work of emendation than he intended to do ? The suspicion

is enough to turn the scale in the question as to whether the

Diatessaron was used or not.

Suppose we take, as a second example for study, the famous

apocryphal saying which is so frequently quoted by Origen and

the early fathers, though not found, so far as I know, in any copy

of the Gospels : I mean that powerful sentence, composed of only

three words, in which our Lord advises His disciples to " be good

money-changers" (Ttveade SoKifMol rpane^Tac). Harnack supposed

that he had found a trace of this in a sentence of Ephrem's

commentary on Luke, xvi. 1—12, which runs as follows: "Buy
for ye, Sons of Adam, by means of these transitory things which

are not yours, that which is your own, which doth not pass away."

But it must be admitted that, as the passages stand, the identifi-

cation or connection of one with the other is uncertain, especially

in view of the early interpretation of the trustworthy banker

which makes him the person who tests philosophy and tells the

base metal from the true. We can tlierefore understand why
Zahn should have said, of Harnack's reference, that it was to him
unintelligible. But let us carry the matter a little further; we
have shewn, in the previous section, that there is some probability

that the writer of the Clementine Homilies was acquainted with

the Diatessaron, or at least that he drew from a source used by
the Diatessaron. Whatever may be the probability for that

acquaintance bears also upon the reference of the sentence about

the trustworthy bankers to the same source ; for this sentence is

also an apocryphon of the Clementine Homilies. Thus we find in

Clem. Horn., in. 61 :
" Thou oughtest to have given my money to

the exchangers and then I at my coming should have got my
own. Cast out the unprofitable servant into the outer darkness

!

And with good reason, ' for,' says He, ' it is thine, O man, to prove

my words, as silver and money are proved among the exchangers.'
"

This evidently assumes the underlying sentence, "Be good money-
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changers"; only the sentence is somewhat worked up after the

fashion of the Homilies. It occurs, moreover, as a direct quotation

in three other places of the Homilies, viz. ii. 51: "with good

reason said our Master, Be good money-changers"—ill. 50: "And
inasmuch as He said. Be prudent money-changers, it is because

there are genuine and spurious words "—xviii. 20 :
" For thus He

spake, Become experienced bankers. Now the need of bankers

arises from the circumstance that the spurious is mixed up with

the genuine." So far, then, it favours Harnack's view, that the

sentence was found in the Diatessaron ; only it seems to locate it

in the neighborhood of Matth., xxv. 30.

But this is not all : we have shewn that the Gospel which was

in the possession of the writer of the Doctrine of Addai was the

Diatessaron of Tatian : now in the Doctrine of Addai we find the

apostle addressing the people of Edessa as follows :
" According as

my Lord commanded me, lo ! I preach and publish the Gospel, and

lo ! His money do I cast upon the table before you." The last

sentence presupposes the doctrine of the good bankers: which

must therefore have been in the Gospel of the person who wrote

the Doctrine of Addai.

A further curious confirmation may be found in the following

consideration. We have shewn, some pages back, that Victor of

Capua, in the sixth century, possessed a copy of Tatian's Harmony
which he made the foundation for the Harmony of the Gospels

that is contained in the famous Codex Fiddensis. Now, it is worthy

of note that, although Victor has deserted the text of Tatian,

preserving only his method and using the readings of the Vulgate

in his gospel, he has in his preface shewn acquaintance with the

saying about the " trustworthy bankers "
: for he concludes with a

prayer that the Holy Spu-it will impart to him the grace of

discretion, whereby he may be able, like the best bankers, and

according to the word of the apostle, to prove all things and

follow those things which are good\" We may be strengthened

1 Ut nos in ueritate seripturarum suarum erudire dignetnr • et discretiouis gratiaiii

tribuat • quatenus ut optivii trapezilae • omnia probemur secundum apostolum et quae

sriHt bona sectemur. The connection of ideas is the same as in Origen who, in his

commentary on Matthew, says : "It is the part of a great man to hear and fulfil

that which is said, Prove all things, hold fast that which is good. Still, for the

sake of those who cannot like money-changers distinguish whether words are to be

held as true or false, and cannot guard themselves carefully, so as to hold that

which is true and yet abstain from all evil apijcavance, no one ought to use for the
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by this language of Victor to believe that the sa3ing in (juestion

was a part of the Tatian Harmony which he possessed, although

Victor gives us no clue as to its place in the Harmony.

Upon the whole then we see reason to believe that there stood

originally in the Diatessaron the sentence in question, though we

are not quite sure in what part of the Gospel it stood. Thus far

then we may agree with Harnack. Two of the sentences in the

Clementine Homilies are on this shewing Diatessaron quotations.

It has been the fashion to refer these passages in the Clementines

to an Ebionite gospel : this may be so, but in that case Tatian

must have used the Ebionite gospel along with the other four,

which I am extremely reluctant to believe. There are many

indications that the author of the Clementines used a harmony

and not a collection of gospels.

The fact is that there are more traces of such use of harmonized

Gospels than people are well aware of: not only do the Clementine

Homilies suggest the use of a harmony, but a similar feature

shews itself in the Apostolical Constitutions. It was in conse-

quence of his perception of this fact that Lagarde* was so earnest

in his efforts to bring out an edition of the Arabic Harmony, such

as we now possess ; and was indeed only deterred from his pur-

pose (as he has so often been hindered) by difficulties that attach

themselves to Oriental printing'. It becomes an interesting

(juestion, then, to examine whether any of the passages in the

Clementines, or in the Apostolical Constitutions, which seem to

be based on a harmonised narrative, exhibit any agreement with

the Diatessaron. This enquiry we defer for the present.

A further question presents itself, as to whether the other

apocryphal sayings in the Clementines are capable of being traced

to a similar origin. These quotations are as follows: Horn. III. 5o:

" He said. The evil one is the tempter"

—

Horn. xix. 2 : "He said.

Give no pretext to the devil." These sentences we have not yet

succeeded in tracing to their source : nor have we been successful

in identifying the Harmony which seems to have been used by

confirmation of doctrines any books whicli are not received in the Canonized

Scriptures."

' Ap. Coiiitt., p. vii. : si erangeliorum in tiiargine itoiiiiiia adscriho, non idvo

aiictorem ex evavgeliis mia haugi»ge credo, legit enim ilia ni fallor harmoniam

e qiiatiior evaiigeliis cnnciiinatnm.

* Lagarde at first wislud to publish the Arabic text, at Ciasca's request, but

relinquished the i)hin afttr Riving a specimen in the Gotting. gi-li'hrte Auzeigru.
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the author of the Clementines in other passages than those

quoted.

The " trusty banker " is also found in the second book of the

Apostolical Constitutions : the passage is as follows :
" To the

priests alone has injunction to judge been made, for it has been

said unto them, 'Judge righteous judgment'; and again, 'Be tried

money-changers' ; and in another place, 'Why of your own

selves judge ye not that which is right ?
' Become therefore like

cunning money-tellers, for as these condemn the false coins, and

appropriate the tested money, in the same way the bishop must

hold to the unblameable, and heal or cast away the blameable."

The question then arises as to whether the author of this part

of the Constitutions used the Tatian Harmony, for he certainly

quotes the famous saying as part of the Scripture. The hypothesis

is an inviting one, in view of the fact that a number of the

quotations in the Constitutions seem to be harmonized ; upon

examination, however, we are unable to detect a sufficient

agreement between these quotations and the text of the Arabic

Harmony to warrant us in saying that the text of Tatian has

influenced that of the Constitutions.

Our third instance of apocryphal addition to the Gospel

narrative is taken from Diat. c. xxxi. = Mark x. 51 : "Jesus said

unto him : What wilt thou that I should do unto thee ? The

blind man said unto Him : My Lord and Teacher, that thou

shouldst open my eyes, and that I may see thee." A more

exquisite gloss, if it be a gloss, it would be difficult to imagine.

One can understand how the revision of the Diatessaron came to

spare it. Suppose we enquire, then, as far as possible into the

origin of the reading : there is every reason d priori to regard it

as coming from the earliest form of the Diatessaron, or even from

a preceding Syriac version ; but confirmation seems wanting.

Nothing of the kind is found in the extract which Zahn gives

from Ephrem on the passage : nor is there anything from

Aphraates : further, the Curetoniaii Syriac is wanting in this part

of Mar^k. When, however, we turn to the parallel passage in

Matthew (xx. 32), we find the Curetonian Syriac reads :
" They

say unto him, Our Lord, that our eyes may be opened and we may

see thee." Furthermore in the still more closely parallel passage

in Luke (xviii. 41), the Curetonian Syriac has a like reading

:

" What wishest thou I should do to thee ? He said to him. My

H. V. 3
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Lord, that my eyes may be opened, and I may see thee." So that

there must have been something of the kind current in the

earliest Syriac, and in all probability the quotation in the

Diatessaron should be regarded as an adaptation of Luke, rather

than of Mark, especially as the rest of the narrative in the

Diatessaron (except the next verse) is taken entirely from Luke.

Moreover, when we turn to Ephrem (p. 181), we find something

which suggests the same reading. " The Lord, seeing that his

inward eyes were illuminated, while the outer eyes saw nought,

made these as open as the other, in order that He might be visible

and manifest to him." Here again we are brought to the same

apocryphal appendix. So that a careful study of the collateral

testimony confirms our belief that the apocryphal passage of the

Arabic Version may be carried back to the earliest form of the

Harmony.

Our next illustration of an apocryphal saying in the Diatessaron

is taken from Luke, xxiil. 48. The verse in the Arabic follows on

Mattk, XXVII. 54, thus : Matth., xxvii. 54, " Truly this was the

Son of God. Luke, xxiil. 48, And all the multitudes, who had

come together to the sight, seeing what had happened, returned

beating their breasts." So far, there is nothing that differs from

our current texts ; but, when we turn to the Doctrine of Addai,

we find the following passage, in which the connection of ideas

needs to be carefully studied :
" Unless those who crucified Him

had known that He was the Son of God, they would not have had

to proclaim the desolation of their city nor would they have

brought down Woe ! upon themselves." Now, we may detect in

this passage a reference to the passage which the Diatessaron

quotes from Matthew ; but there is nothing in what follows in the

Arabic Harmony which suggests an allusion to the desolation of

the city, or an imprecation upon or lamentation over themselves.

Suppose we turn to the Curetonian Syriac : here we have : Luke,

xxiil. 47..." Truly this man was just. And all those which were

assembled there, and saw that which was done, were smiting

upon their breast and saying. Woe to us, what is this ! Woe to

us for our sins."

Here we have the connection which was wanting in the Arabic

Harmony ; and the same reading is found in the celebrated old-

Latin Codex of St Germain, which reads :

'' Woe unto us, the

things which are done to day for our sins : for the desolation of
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Jerusalem hath drawn nigh." Taking this with the Curetonian
passage, we can restore the whole of the sequence which is found
in the Doctrine of Addai. But that Addai took it from the
Diatessaron and not from the old-Syriac is evident, not only from
what we know of its text from its own allusions to the Diatessaron,
but also from the fact that it does not say, "This was a just man,"
as all MSS. do in Luke, but, " This was truly the Son of God," as it

runs in Matthew. We can therefore restore the missing sentences
to the Diatessaron, and, if any doubt remained in our minds, it

would be dispelled by turning to Ephrem's Commentary on the

Harmony (pp. 245, 246): " Woe unto us, woe unto us, this was the

Son of God....When the sun of righteousness had appeared,
purifying the lepers and opening the eyes of the blind, by that

light the blind men did not recognise that the king of the city of

Jerusalem had come. But when the natural sun had failed them,
then by the darkness it became transparent to them that the

destruction of their city had come. The judgments of the ruin of

Jerusalem, saith he, are come."

The present case has the special interest that, although the

Arabic version furnished no clue to an omission, the old-Syriac and
old-Latin with Ephrem and the Doctrine of Addai enable us to re-

store the matter of the missing sentence with perfect confidence.

Over and above the Apocryphal additions properly so called

there are a number of glosses due to Tatian himself and added by
way of explanation; sometimes they seem to contain matter of

tradition which he had gathered outside of written sources. We
will examine a few of these passages in order to get an idea of the

method employed by Tatian and of the liberty which he allowed
himself in his combinations.

VII. Combinations and Amplifications in the text of
THE Diatessaron.

One of the first things that will strike the reader of the Arabic
Harmony as translated by Ciasca is the occurrence of numerous
apocryphal sayings and sentences, and the suggestion which the

'

text gives of the excision of other similar sayings and sentences,
now no longer apparent. These additions range from the smallest
glosses, frequently only single words (which may be mere expres-
sions of a translator's freedom), up to whole sentences of foreign

and interpolated matter. For example, take the following in-

3—2
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stances, which have, as far as I know, not the slightest attestation

elsewhere

:

In Mc. VII. 26 it is added that the Syrophenician woman was a

Gentile from the city of Emesa :
" et ilia mnlier erat gentilis ex

Hemesen Syriae." It is possible that the addition is due merely

to a local tradition current in the neighborhood where the

Diatessaron was written: and patristic students will recall a

somewhat similar statement in the Clementine Homilies (ii. 19)

where Peter speaks of the same woman as follows:

" There is amongst us one Justa, a Syro-Phoenician, by race a

Canaanite, whose daughter was oppressed with a grievous disease.

And she came to our Lord crying out, and entreating that He

would heal her daughter. But He, being asked also by us, said

' It is not lawful to heal the Gentiles, who are like unto dogs on

account of their using various meats and practices, while the table

in the kingdom has been given to the sons of Israel For she

being a Gentile and remaining in the same course of life. He

would not have healed her had she remained a Gentile, on account

of its not being lawful to heal her as a Gentile."

What one notices in this Clementine extract is that the writer

has apparently e.xtra-evangelic information about the Canaanite,

viz. her name, and that the point which he wants to get over is

the fact of her being a Gentile : now certainly this might have

been taken from the current gospels, but it seems to me very

likely that he may have got it from the Tatian Harmony in which

it is given especial prominence ; in which case it would be

reasonable to infer that there stood originally in the Harmony

also the name Justa. For otherwise both the Clementines and

the Harmony are working up a common tradition ; but even then

the tradition gave her name, as well as her place of abode ; and

Tatian in expanding his narrative for Syriae readers would have

Vjeen as likely to add the one as the other.

Another curious addition will be found in Matt. XXVI. 47:

where after describing the api)roach of the crowd with lanterns

and torches, and swords and staves, sent by the chief priests, &c.,

it is added

:

" And with them there was a man of the Romans."

What is the reason of this addition { Was it to explain the

presence of the soldiery ? Or is it an anticipation of the young man

in the linen garment? Most likely it is the former: as the term
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"Romans" is the natural Syriac equivalent for soldiery. Certainly

there seems no other textual evidence forthcoming to support it.

So in Matt. xvi. 12 we are told that they understood "that they

should beware of the doctrine of the Pharisees and Sadducees

luhich he called bread." Such instances of unsupported glosses,

which are certainly Tatianisms, give us greater confidence in

affirming a similar statement for certain similar passages in

Ephrem, as for example, where at the end of Mc. vii. 10 " He
that curseth father or mother, let him die the death " is added the

sentence "he that blasphemes God, let him be crucified"; or in

John 1. 47 where Nathanael is spoken of by Ephrem as " a true

Scribe, an Israelite, in whom is no guile": although these glosses

do not any longer stand in the Arabic text. The same thing may
be true of Aphraates who gives Matt. V. 5 as " Blessed are the

meek for they shall inherit the land of life."

With these unsupported glosses, then, the Tatian Harmony
must have been thickly sprinkled ; we are not bound, however,

to infer that they stood in the Gospels which he used. Such

additions as John xxi. 6, " They could not draw the net for

the multitude of fishes which had come into it"; or John xxi. 12,

" Knowing that it was the Lord. But he did not appear to them

in His own form," are just the sort of additions which one might

expect from a free hand, occupied in transcribing a continuous

gospel for Church use. The last gloss is perhaps due to Mark
XVI. 12 (iv €T6pa fiop(f)fj), and so is of critical importance. These

glosses then are for the most part what we may call unattested in

the text of the N.T. ; and singly attested amongst the authorities

for the Harmony. When we pass to those which have a greater

degree of attestation in the Harmony, we are the less able to

speak confidently with regard to their non-attestation in the N.T.

:

because we shall find that there is some unknown nexus between

the text of the Western authorities for the N.T. and the text of

the Harmon^^ The surer we are of a Diatessaron reading, the

more likely we are to find it in Western attestations, whatever

may be the reason for the coincidence.

Some of these better attested readings are very interesting

:

for instance in Luke Vil. 14 Ephrem gives " Young man, young

man, I say unto thee, arise," while in Mark V. 41 Aphraates

exi)ressly says "He called her twice and said to her. Maid, )}iaid\

' Hence the corruption in Coicx Bezac ; Xe-jft airTj pa^fti . da^ira kov,u.i.

U
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arise," The combined e%'idence betrays a tendency to reduplication

in our Lords mode of address, similar to what we find in the rest

of the GJospel (e.g. Simon, Simon ; and Martha, JIartha\ although

the Arabic does not preserve the trait. The reading turns up

also in Codex Bezae and one or two early Latins.

In Matt. XIV. 32 the X.T. gives us, without any sensible vari-

atioD, the words :
" When they were come into the ship, the wind

ceased-' The Arabic has '• And when Jesus had drawn nigh, he

ascended into the ship, himself and Simon, and immediately the

wind ceased' : compare with this Ephrera's text, " When the Lord

had come, and had ascended the ship along with Peter": and it

is easy to see that the HarmonL-^t had to expand the narrative

for his hearers, in order that they might more clearly see that,

when Jesus came on board. Peter was not left outside.

la John IT. 7 for the common reading " Give me to drink,"'

the Harmonist, as shewn by Ephrem and the Arabic, must needs

complete the sentence and write " Give me water to drink " ; the

addition marks a tendency to expansion of the statements of

Scripture and is not due to the fact that Tatian was an Encratite

!

Will Dr Hort maintain in the view of this and similar passages

that "the evidence which has recently come to light as to his

(Marcion's) disciple Taiian's Diatessaron has shewn that Tatian

habitually abridged the language of the passages which he com-

bined
~

' It seems to me that for a Harmony the tendency is all

the other way. A few more cases of the kind may be given with

advantage.

Luke IV. 20. •* And he folded the book and gave it back to

the minL«;ter and icent aica^ and sat down."

Mark L 33. "^ And all the city was gathered together at the

door of Jesus.''

Luke VL 8t " He saith to the man with the withered hand,

"Stand forth into the midst of the synagogue.''

All of these are Tatianisms, taken almost at random firom the

pages. Do they look, like habitual abbreviation ? Or take Matt.

X. 20, "Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing in the tavern ?"

which shews that the birds were sold for eating, or the next verse,

whore the emphatic word (vfi^v) in the sentence ' The hairs of

your head are all numbered," is brought out by the rendering

*" But as far as relates to you, even the hairs of your head, &c.

"

Or in L^ikc X. 39 where the feelinsr of motion which the Greek
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puts into the words " Mary sat at Jesus' feet " (Trpo? toi)? TroSa?)

is expressed in the Arabic by " Mary coming sat at the feet of

the Lord," and in Ephrem by "Mary came and sat." The evi-

dences of this tendency are constant : and they prohibit us from

regarding Tatian as an abbreviator.

Neither does the Arabic Harmony give us any encouragement

in the belief that Tatian made doctrinal omissions to suit his own

views : if he wrote the Harmony after he became a Gnostic he

would perhaps have followed IMarcion in omitting the words of

Christ to the thief: "This day thou shalt be with me in Paradise."

But these words are in the Arabic and in the Armenian. It

may be urged that perhaps he omitted them and that they were

subsequently restored: Ephrem would be sure to do this, since in

using the Harmony he rails assiduously at Marcionism and En-

cratisra en route, comparing the Encratites to Judas who received

from the Lord bread'soaked in water, and with such like criticisms

securing his readers from the danger of the heresy that might

lurk in the Harmony : but even if we admit this we may still say

the case against Tatian on the ground of tampering with the

Scriptures for doctrinal ends is an unproved case. He can only

be condemned on hypothesis : suppose, for instance, that the

passage which occurs twice in the Clementine Homilies' "ye do

err, not knowing the true things of the Scriptures ; for this reason

ye are also ignorant of the power of God " were asserted to be

from the Tatian Harmony; we find no support for it in our

Arabic Version, nor any trace of it in Ephrem who discusses the

adjacent verses. The passage certainly has a Marcionite look

about it : and there are some points of contact between the

Clementine Homilies and the Tatian text, but the proof of wilful

change is inadequate ; and if it existed it extends only to ex-

pansions and not to omissions. The Arabic Harmony certainly

encourages no such belief. But perhaps the best idea of Tatian's

method would be to take a passage which seems to have come

down to us without much change; say the account of the

Transfiguration : Ciasca gives it as follows

:

Mc. VIII. 39. Et dixit illis : amen

dice vobis : Sunt enim quidam

hie stantes, qui non gustabuut

1 Horn. II. 51. Horn. iii. 50.
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mortem, donee videant regnum

Dei veuiens in virtute
;

Mt. xvi. 28"=, et Filium hominis

venientom in regno suo.

XVII. 1. Et post dies sex assumsit

Jesus Siraonem Cepham, et

Jacobum et Joannem

fratrem eius et dux it

illos in montem excelsum

seorsum.

Luc. IX. 29". Et dum ipsi orarent,

transBguratus est Jesus

et factus est in speciem

alterius personae.

et resplenduit facies

eius sicut sol,

et vestitus eius factus

est candidus nimis velut

nix et sicut splendor fulguris

ita, ut nihil super terram

possit sic candidum fieri.

et appai-uerunt illi Moyses

et Elias loquentes cum Jesu.

Et putabant tempus

adventus eius futuri, qui

complendus erat in Jerusalem,

iam advenisse.

32. Simon autem, et qui cum illo

erant, gravati erant sopore somni.

Et expergefacti sunt \-ix, et viderunt

gloriam eius, et duos viros,

qui stabant apud ilium,

33*. Et cum hi coepissent discedere

ab illo, ait 8imon ad Jesuni

Praeceptor, bonum est, nos hie

esse
;

Matt. .wii. 4*'. si vis, faciainus hie

tria tabernacula

;

Iaic. IX. 33*". tibi unum, et Moysi

unum, et Eliae unum :

ncsciens quid dicerct,

Matt.
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Mc. IX. 6^ propter timorem, qui

eos apprehenderat.

Matt. XVII. 5*. Adhuc eo hoc dicente,

et mox nubes lucida

obuiubravit eos

:

Luc. IX. 3i^ et cum vidissent Moysen

et Eliam intrantes in nubeni,

iterum timuerunt.

Mt. XVII. 5^ Et audita est vox de nube,

dicens : Hie est Filius meus

dilectus, quem elegi : ipsum

audite.

Luc. IX. 36^ Et cum audiretur haec

vox, inventus est Jesus solus.

Mt. XVII. 6. Et audientes vocem discipuli

prae timore, qui apprehenderant

eos, ceciderunt in faciem suain.

7. Et accessit Jesus, et tetigit eos,

et dixit : Surgite, nolite tiuiere.

8. Et levantes autem oculos suos,

viderunt Jesum sicut erat.

The above passage affords an instructive study in the com-

bination of the several documents. Under Luke ix. 29* we see

the words ' transfiguratus est Jesus ' introduced from Matt., while

the rest of the clause shews, (1) the change of singular to plural

(dum ipsi orarent), and a free translation of iyivero to etSo? rov

TTpoaatTTov avTov erepov.

In Luke ix. 29" the text has taken up ' nimis ' from Mark and

perhaps ' velut nix ' from the same source, while the i^aa-TpdirTtov

of Luke has been combined with (w? to <f)m of Matt., by the aid of

Matt, xxviii. 3 into ' et sicut splendor fulguris.'

In Mc. ix. 2" the allusion to the ' fuller ' is dropped : but it is

to be noticed that the Harmony here has the support of D, X,

the Peshito, and the old Latins a, b, i The omission is clearly

Western.

It reads oi/t«i)«? with many early authorities.

In Mc. ix. 3 we have by error ' illi ' where we should have the

plural ; the reading is unsupported.

Luke ix. 31" furnishes us with remarkable variations, which

can however be traced to their origin : a reference to the Ethiopic
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text shews us the evidently conflate text "gloriam eius quam
oportet fieri in Hierosolyina et exituni eius quoque," from which

it is obvious that e^ohov has been read as h6^av\ Further the
' putabant ' comes from the preceding words iv ho^rj kXeyov and

the sentence was compK'tcd by ' tenipus adventus eius futuri

'

to explain ' gloriam ' and by adding ' iam advenisse ' at the close.

In Luke ix. 34 in accordance with the best Western interpre-

tation the persons who enter into the cloud are Moses and Elias;

the Curetonian Syriac agreeing therewith by saying " and when
they saw these, that they enter into the cloud."

In Matt. xvii. 5'' we find substituted from Luke 6 iK\€\eyfi€i>o<;

for ev (L evSoKijaa : and a reference to Ephrem shews that there

once stood at the end of the verse the words ' et vivetis.' These

have disappeared in the Arabic.

Finally in Matt. xvii. 8 we have the addition of 'sicut erat

'

which is perhaps from 1 John iii. 2 ; and must be due to Tatian.

This would make an early authority for, and evidence of the

diffusion of that epistle.

At all events we see from the foregoing that hardly a word is

dropped by Tatian which could have been introduced ; and that he

does not hesitate to glo.ss his text from other Scriptures besides

the Gospels, as well as from his own handiwork, where anything

was needed to complete the sense or clarify the meaning, appears

from many pa.^sages. Thus the Harmony is a commentary on

Scripture as well as Scripture : and no unworthy commentary.

We see again the assimilation of the Tatian texts and the

Western texts, one to the other. It may be regarded as certain

that the restored Tatian text is one of the earliest forms of what

are known as Western authorities.

VIII. Thaces of the Diatessarox in the mss. of

THE Greek and Latin CJosfei.s.

The chief point of uncertainty, with reganl to the origin and

circulation of the Tatian Harmony, lies in the direction intimated

by the heading which we attach to this chapter. Was the

Harmony written in Greek and tran.slated into Syriac ? and, if so,

had it any Greek cuirency ? Or was it purely and only a Syriac

book? Ihiinuck maintains strenuously th;it the Diatessaron is

' An exactly Bimjlar error may be rouiiil in tlio Greek of tlic Act» of Pcrpctiin, c. xix.
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properly a Greek document, and even goes so far as to discount

the researches of Zahn, by which so much was done to shew the

influence of the Diatessaron on the churches of Mesopotamia.

Without engaging ourselves, at the present time, in this problem

further than to say that the two positions are not mutually

exclusive, we propose to approach the more simple question, as to

whether any traces of the Diatessaron can be found in the actual

Greek texts which have come down to us, leaving the question as

to how they came there to be decided after we have proved that

they exist. Whether in the proof we have armed Harnack with

valid arguments wherewith to strengthen his somewhat uncertain

attack, or whether we have disarmed Zahn of any of the forcible

conclusions which follow from his analysis of the early Syrian

fathers, will be a question for speculation after we have assured

ourselves of certain preliminary facts. Now, the facts are these

:

It is indisputable that, in certain notable MSS. of the Greek

Gospels, there are found sporadic traces of readings which cannot

be easily paralleled from any other source than the Tatian Harmony.

Of this we shall give some striking examples.

a. Codex W.

In the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, there are pre-

served, between two plates of glass, a number of fragments of an

uncial MS. of the Gospel of Mark, which were discovered in

the binding of a copy of Gregory Nazianzen by Mr White of

Trinity College Library who pointed them out to the librarian of

the University (Henry Bradshaw 6 fiaKapiTr}^). The MS. may be

referred by its handwriting to the ninth centiiry, and has many

points of interest, as for example, that the Eusebian canons are

given in harmony at the foot of the page, while the Eusebian

sections are set on the margin. But the most remarkable feature

of all is a uui(]ue reading in the text itself, according to which we

have as follows: Mark vii. 33: "He (Jesus) spit upon his fingers

and put them into the ears of the deaf man and he touched the

tongue of the man with the impediment in his speech" [eiTTuaev

eu Tov<; BuKTvXov^ avTov Kal e/ddXeu elf rd wra rov K(d<^ov Kai

tj-^aro rrj<i yXcoaar)^ rov /xoyyiXaXov).

Compare with this the following from the Arabic Harmony:

Mark vii. 33 :
" and spitting iq^on his fingers he put them into his

ears and touched his tongue, etc." No other evidence is forth-
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coming for this eccentric reading, the Curetouian Syriac being

deficient ; but, even if the latter text were extant and shewed the

reading in question, it would scarcely weaken our belief that the

passage came from the Diatessaron : the only alternative being,

that it stood not only in the Diatessaron, but in an earlier Syriac

before the Diatessaron*. And, when we remember that the Greek

MS. is furnished with musical notes and was very likely itself

written for lectionary use, there is nothing strange in its absorbing

a sentence which, originally, was commonly read in the churches.

/9. Codex Algennae Peckover.

This MS., numbered 501 Evv. in the New Testament Catalogue,

was described in the Amer. Journal of Biblical Literature and

Exegesis (Dec. 1886) as containing a remarkable text which

awakened suspicions of a genealogical connection with the famous

Ferrar-gi'oup. By the kindness of my friend, the owner of this

MS. (Miss Algerina Peckover of Wisbech, England), I was able to

collate it pretty thoroughly, twice ; and in the course of the study

I lighted upon a singular reading which, from the negative

evidence of every critical apparatus, I decided to be unique in the

New Testament, although I had some suspicion that it had

distant relation with the Curetonian Syriac. The pa-ssage was {vs

follows: Matth., xvii. 26: "Of whom do the kings of the earth

take custom or tribute ? Of their own children or of the aliens ?

Peter saith to him : Of the aliens. Jesm said to him, Then are

the children free ? Simon said, Yes. Jesm saith to him, Then do

thou also give, as being an alien to them. But that we do not

offend them go to the sea and cast a hook and take the first fish

that Cometh up, and when thou hast opened his mouth thou shalt

find there a stater lying, etc." The important parts of the Greek

text being as follows: apaye eXeuOepoi, elaiv ol vloi ; e^t) '^ifj.cov'

vai' \iyet 6 ^l7]<Tov<{' B6<; ovv koI ctv, ws aWorpto? aiTd)i>.

Now let us compare with this the following passage from the

Arabic Harmony: Matth., xvii. 25: "Simon saith to him, From

aliens. Jesus said to him : Then the children are free. Simon

saith to him. Yea. Jesus .taid to him : Then do thou also give to

them as being an alien : but lest they be brotight into straits, go

' Cf. whal ih pftid on p. 47, touching the relations of the Harmony to the

I'crrar Kroup.
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to the sea and cast a hook, and having opened the mouth of the

fish that first comes up, thou shalt find a stater."

It is evident that both of these writers, of the Ai^bic Harmony

and of the Greek Gospel, have taken something from a common

source.

That which is eccentric in the modern Harmony must certainly

be taken from the primitive Harmony, the Arabic from the early

Syriac ; that which is eccentric in the Greek looks as if it had a

Syriac origin ; the abrupt change from Peter to Simon is sufficient V

to suggest this. Furthermore, there are, in the Old- Latin texts,

suspicious indications which look as if, at one time, something had

stood there corresponding to our Codex and the Old- Syriac, at the

close of the story, " Thou shalt find there a stater lying," where

these texts read either " there" or " in him," and are supported in

the reading by the Curetonian Syriac.

It is within the bounds of possibility, then, that the Codex

to which we have referred has been affected by the text of a

Diatessaron, possibly a Syriac Diatessaron.

The question at once arises as to whether any further co-

incidences with the Harmony can be found in Ev. 561 : the answer

is not easily given ; for the Tatian text is, as we have shewn

already, a Western text, and is therefore hardly capable of

identification, where it has influenced other copies, because of its

similarity to other Gospels of the Old-Latili or Old-Syriac type.

We might, for example, at first sight be tempted to say that when,

at the close of Matth. viil. 13, the MS. adds the words from Luke,

" and the centurion returned to his house in that very hour and

found him in sound health," that these are the very words which

follow in Tatian. But the suggested inference would prove too

much, for there are many MSS. which have the same assimilation

of the texts of the two gospels. Certainly it is nothing peculiar

to the MS. in question, and the difficulty is one that will recur

:

how are we to distinguish between a reading that is purely

Tatian's and one that is Western, as we shall proceed to shew that

Tatian's text generally was ?

7. Relation of the Tatian Harmony to the Ferrar Group.

The lost MS. which Professor Ferrar attempted to restore from

the combined texts of the group designated by the numbers
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18—69— 124—340 is wull known to be a very eaily text and as

eccentric as it is early. It is perfectly alive with assimilations of

the Gospels to one another, and misplacements of the matter

contained are common. And the singular conflate readings

which it contains shew that at least two types of te.xt are

present in it, of which one has been used to correct the other.

It becomes interesting therefore to see whether any of these

singularities are due to the Tatian Harmony. The following

cases of agreement should be noticed

:

Matt. ix. 3.5. The Arabic Harmony adds : et multi sequebavtur

eum: with the support of the Ferrar group and the Uncials ^ L
(X om. multi). The reading is certainly not original ; but it is a

very natural one to arise in a Harmony.

Matt. xiv. 24. The Arabic Harmony reads :
" Navicula autem

jdaribus stadiis a terra distabat "
: with the sujiport of the Ferrar-

group and of almost all the versions but not the Latin, nor any

uncial except B. The question is whether this reading is the

original or derived from John vi. 19. If the latter it probably

came by way of Tatian.

Mark vii. 33. It may be maintained that the curious reading

which we noted in W"' and the Harmony was in the ancestry of

the Ferrar-group, which now stands: eVe/^aXe rot)? 8aKTvXov<;

avTov irrvaa'i et? ra (ora avrov Kal TjyjraTO t/;9 yXwacrrj'i avTov,

where we have only to interchange e^aXe and TTTvawi to get the

Harmony reading.

Luke ix. 29, where the Harmony reads " Et dum ipsi orarent

"

the Ferrar-group gives Kal eV tco irpoaevxeaOai avTov<;, not indeed

in Luke where it has the usual text, but in Mark ix. 3 where it

expands the text as follows: kuI iv toJ irpo<Te\j-)(ea6aL auroi)?

fieT€fiop<f>(t)dT} o \ri(Tov<; e/jLTrpoaOei^ avT(i}i>.

A com})arison with the Harmony shews that the Ferrar text

has been emended from the Harmony, for it has not only the

curious change to the plural, but also the necessary insertion of

6 'Irjaovf which does not belong to the text.

In the same account (the Transfiguration) the Ferrar-gi'oup

gives us for v€<f>e\r} (fxareivij, v€(f>e\7] (fxoTO'i (Matt. xvii. o). Now
this reading is obviously a Syriasm ; and as such it appeai-s no

doubt in the Tatian Harmony, although C'iasca gives iis ' nubes
lucida': for it is also the reading of the Curetonian Syriac, and

according to Tischcndorf, of some passage of Ephrrni. The
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only Greek authorities for it besides the Ferrar contingent

(13— 124)—34G) are 209, 238 and a few others. It is reasonable

to refer the reading to Syi'iac influence, and this, taken with what

has preceded, means Tatian influence.

In Mark ix. 28 the Harmony gives :
" Et cum introisset Jesus

in domum, accesserunt discipuli ejus etc.," where the word accesse-

rutit has been borrowed from Matthew xvii. 19 to complete the

account, the Matthew text being Tore trpoaeXdovre'^ ol /xadrjrai.

Now the Ferrar text in Mark has made precisely the same

completion as the Harmony and like the Harmony has changed

the participle of Matthew into a verb, so as to read irpoat'iXdov

avrS: nor is this all: the Harmony for iyr^pwrcou avrov has

interrogantes eum, dixerunt illi ; and accordingly the Ferrar text

gives iTrrjpooTcov avrov, Xeyot'Te?, The addition is probably due to

the text in Matthew (elirov). No other evidence exists for it

beyond one or two cursives. It seems reasonable to suppose this

is not a mere accidental coincidence in assimilation.

In Luke xvi. 21 the text of Aphraates certainly added the

words " and no man gave unto him " to the passage where Lazarus

desired to " fill his belly " (so Aphraates, by assimilation to the

story of the Prodigal) " with crumbs from the rich man's table."

Now the Ferrar text has not altered ^opTa(T6yivai into agree-

ment with Tatian, but it has added the words Kal ovSeU iSlSou

aura). The authorities for this change are very slight (a stray

cursive or Latin MS. :) in the absence of any early Western

attestation we may perhaps say this reading too is a Tatianism'.

In Luke xxiv. 40 the Harmony has " ostendit eis manus et

pedes et latus": a reading which is apparently compounded of

Luke xxiv. 40 and John xx. 20. Now if we turn to John xx. 20

in the Ferrar text, we shall find the verse run

eBei^ev avroi'i t«<> '^eipa<; koI toi)<? TToSa? Kal Tqv irXevpnv avrov.

There is some ground for believing this reading also (which

has no other Greek support and only that of one Latin Vulgate

MS.) to be a Tatian reading.

From the above passages we see a strong probability that the

' On the other band note that there is a converse assimiktion in Luke xv. 16

where xoprao-^^coi has been substituted for yeniaai tt)v KoiKiav avrov. Dr Hort holds

that xo/>7-a(7^^cat is the primitive reading. But as no one can deny that the words

"no man gave unto him" in Aphraates are from Luke xv., it seems reasonable

to affirm that the previous words came from the same source.
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^ Fi'irar text has been influenced by Tatian, either by a Cirm^U

rendt'i-ing of Tatian or by Syriae corrections.

Now if this could be prove<l, then, without arguing in a circle,

we could carry back some curious passages in the Ferrar text to

Tatian, where the Arabic Harmony shews no direct signs of them.

For example ; at the close of Luke xxiv. 43 the Ferrar text

adds (i.e. 13—340) kcll Xa^cov ra eTTiXoiira eSayKev avToif. In

this it has the support of Cod. 501 which we have detected in

one palpable Tatianism and the Old Syriae which Tatianizes

eternally ; so that we may with a bold face claim the reading for

Tatian, Not indeed for Tatian's Mss. but for himself: for the

only other support consists of late Latin and two late Greek

uncials KFl. It must therefore follow further that late Western

texts at all events shew some traces of Tatianism.

A similar singular reading in Ferrar is John xx. 16 where there

is added the words

Ka\ TrpocreSpa/xev a\fracr0ai avTOv.

This reading is supported by X*"" and scanty late Latin and

Syriae testimony. The Ferrar text here is attested by 13— 346.

I conjecture this reading to be added by Tatian as a preface to

"Noli me tangere."

In Luke vii. 4o the Harmony (c. lo) reads

" Osculum tu mihi non dedisti."

But that something more stood here is evident from Ephrem who

gives "Osculum unum salutationis tu mihi non dedisti."

Now it is significant that Cod. A with Cod. 340 (Ferrar) read

dynTrT]<; after <f)i\T]fid fioi. The Curetonian Syriivc however has

no addition to the text. Nevertheless from the conjunction of

Ephrem and the other two, we may very well imagine the

Tatian text had here a word answering to the Greek dydjnjq.

No doubt other instances of the kind may be forthcoming : and

V the suspicion of Tatiaj)izing in the Ferrar group becomes a key to

explain the origin of numerous singular early readings. The

difficulty consists in the determination of a Western reading from

a Tatian reading proper, not by any means an easy thing. But

it may be very fairly maintained that where there are found in a

copy of the Gospels any assimilations or additions of a harmonistic

nature and when there are also found tin^ same conjunctions in

an actual liHrtnuny, it is at least an open question whether the
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harmony in ijuestion may not ulaini to be tlie author and origin

of Home at least of" the valiants.

For example when in transcribing Mark xvi. 14 the Harmonist

gives

Et ohliti sunt discipuli eius imnem sumere

where the words discipuli eius are added from the parallel

narrative in Matt. xvi. 5 (but, as so often happens in the Arabic

Tatian, without any marginal explanation of their origin) ; and

when we find the same addition made in the Ferrar group, in D
and one or two others ; it is not inconceivable that the Harmony
is answerable for them.

Again, when in the Arabic we find

Matt xvi. 8". Sciens aidem Jesus, dixit eis : Quid cogitatis intra

vos, modicae fidei.

Mark viii. 1 7''. et solliciti estis quia, etc.

it is not surprising that the Ferrar group should read in Mark rt

Sca\oyi^€(rd€ iv iaurolf oXcyoTriaTot, although the last three words

are not considered to form a part of the true text of Mark.

Where the Arabic gives Mark ix. 28 as follows : Et cum
introisset Jesus in domum accesserunt discipuli eius et inter se et

ilium interrogantes eum, etc. with the words irpoarjXdov avroi

adapted from Matt. xvii. 19, the Ferrar text reads koI elcreX-

OovTO'i avTOV et9 oIkov TrpoafjXdov avrw ol ixadrjTal avTov kt€.

In Luke xix. 22 the Arabic has

Dia.it ei dominus eius: De ore tuo iudico serve yiequam, negli-

gens, Jiducia destitute.

It is needless to say that this did not all come from Luke

:

Jiducia destitute may perhaps be traced to Matt. xxv. 30 (dxpeiov)

and is certainly represented by the Curetonian 'qui non fidelis';

iiegligens is from Matt. xxv. 26 (oKvrjpi) ; and it is only reasonable

to assume that the explanation dominus eius is from the same
source : but this addition is made by the Ferrar group as well as

the Curetonian text. Does not this thi-ow Ferrar's origins into the

neighbourhood of Tatian ?

In Mark xiv. 13 we find :

Mark xiv. 13^ Ite intrate civitatem.

Luke xxii. 10''. et introeuntibus vobis, etc.

In view of this conjunction, is it a thing to be astonished at

Ji. V. 4
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that the Ferrar text should carry into Mark the wonls

€l(T€\06pTQ}V VfKVP et<? TtJV TToXlul

The same thing happens in the following case

:

Mark xiv. 65^ Milites aiitein, percxtientes genas eiiis, dicehant

:

Matt. xxvi. 68. Prophetiza nobis, Messia, quis est, qui te jyercussit

:

and the Ferrar text gives us in Mark Trpo<f>ijT€V(Tov + vvv Xpiare

Tt9 iaTiv 6 7raLcra<i tre.

These instances will suffice to shew that the conjunctions of

^ passages in the Tatian Harmony are a sufficient cause of many
assimilations in the Ferrar text ; it will probably be urged in rej)ly

that the same thing would be true of any text which had made
rational assimilations of connected passages : this is perfectly true

;

and the only thing to be remembered is that we have also a

singular concurrence in queer readings which put the two texts

in question side by side and invited the explanation which we
have suggested.

The transposition of the famous passage in Luke (xxii, 43, -ii)

to Matt, by the Ferrar group has little light thrown on it by the

Harmony. While it is certain that Tatian had this passage, the

Harmony in its present state presents it in the proper connection

in Luke.

Those persons who hold the Calabrian or South-Italian origin

of the Ferrar group will find no difficulty in the supposition

that a Tatian Harmony strayed into the hands of Victor of Capua

in the sixth century.

L\. On the relation of tue Tatian text to the
Western non-interpolations.

One of the most important questions in connection with the

textual criticism of the N. T, is that of the so-called Western

non-interpolations. These passages are practically nine in number,

and the peculiarity of the textual evidence is this, that an impor-

tant and early group of witnesses do not recognize their existence,

and upon the faith of this group of witnesses (chieHy Old-Latin

texts) Dr Hort excludes them from the representation which he

gives of the original text of the Gospels, although for convenience

he retains them provisionally within double brackets. Of these

nine passages, one is in the Gospel of Matthew, and the remaining

eight at the close of the Gospel of Luke.

Now it is of the highest importance for us to be abli- tn
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determine how the original Tatian text stand.-^ with regard t<»

these interpolations ; tor we have shewn reason for believing that

the Tatian text is in the main a Western text, according to

Dr Hort's classification : and not only a Western text in general,

but where it can be come at, a Western text of the highest

antiquity.

Let us then examine these nine passages with care, and sec

what light they throw upon the origin of the Tatian text.

The first of them adds in Matt, xxvii. 49 the words

aWo9 8e XafSdov Xoy^rjv alfxa /"

and on the faith of an anonymous Scholion in Ev. 72 it has been

maintained that this glaring transposition (as it certainly seems

to be) from the Gospel of John (xix. 34) was found in the con-

secutive Gospel of Tatian.

Now certainly it is just such a mistake as a Harmonist might

be guilty of, and there is no reason why such a mistake, once

made, should not be widely propagated. It is, however, almost

impossible to believe that the Scholion can be correct, since the

Arabic version gives the passage in John without any sign of

displacement, and the Armenian text, as we get it from Ephrem,

certainly places the piercing of our Lord's side after His death.

And although we have not the old Syriac text to help us, we may
reasonably hesitate to believe that the primitive Syriac harmony

shewed any trace of such a dislocation. The only way to defend

such z, position would be to shew that Ephrem has corrected the

error : now this might be maintained in the following way : first,

by shewing that a comparison of Ephrem's text with the Arabic

displays several displacements of the order, evidently on the part

of Ephrem ; secondly, that the quotation in Ephrem is accompanied

by the remark " This was done that they might know that he was

alive after death," which shews that the question as to whether

a living or a dead body had been pierced was in the mind of

Ephrem. But the evidence is insufficient to establish the case.

The proof that Tatian's New Testament contained the passage in

connection with Matthew is not yet forthcoming.

Let us now go on to examine the eight passages in Luke

which are obviously from one origin, either by omission or in-

sertion, as the classified attestation will shew : the simplest way
will be to present the variants in tabular form :

4—2
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a. Luke xxiv. 3. [tov Kvpiov 'It/o-ou]

Daboflfihcom. Syr. vt. Tat. arab. rov 'lijcrov. ivU. habent.

/9. Luke xxiv. 6. [ovk eariv eSSe dWa vyepOr)]

D a b e ff rhe om. Syr. vt. Tat. arab, rell. habent.

7. Luke xxiv. 12. ['O 8e TleTpo? •yeyovev]

D a b e rhe om. ff. Syr. vt. rell. habent.

8. Luke xxiv. 36. [Kat Xiyei avroL<; ^ip>)i>r} vfXLv]

D a b e ff rhe om. Syr. vt. roll, habent.

e. Luke xxiv. 40. [kuI touto elTrcov eSet^ev avToU

T«<? ^eipa'i Kal tol? TroSa?]

D a b c ff rhe syr. vt. om. rell. habent.

S". Luke xxiv. 5L [koI dve<f)6peTo et? tov ovpavov]

D a b c ffrhe om. rell. habent. Syr. vt. deest.

^. Luke xxiv. 52. [irpoaKwrjaavTe^ avrov]

D a b e ffrhe om. Tat. arab. rell. habent : Syr. vt. deest.

The last passage is Luke xxii. 19, 20 which we will turn to

presently.

Now in examining the foregoing table, the following points

must be noticed, viz. that under (7) no evidence is forthcoming

with regard to the Harmony, because the passage in Luke could

not be quoted, even if it were known to the Harmonist, being only

an abbreviation of the fuller account in John which the Harmony

gives. Under (8) we observe that in the Arabic the passage runs

John XX. 19. ...vcnit Jesus et stetit in medio eorum et dixit

eis : Pax sit vohiscum

:

Luc. xxiv. 36. ego sum, nolite timere

37. et ipsi conturbati et conterriti &c.

Now it is obviously impossible to tell whether the words

italicised belong to John or to interpolated Luke, since they

stand precisely in the right place for either supposition. We
therefore leave it an open question for the present.

Precisely the same thing happens under (e) for although the

Arabic Harmony has the vei-se it has it in such a form that

although it comes in due sequence in the narrative from Luke

(xxiv. 36—49) it betrays the use of John's Gospel, at lea.st in

part, for it roads " Et cum hoc dixisset, ostendit eis manus vi

pedci; et latus," which is John xx. 20 with a slight modification.
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The same difficulty arises under r, where the Harmony gives

Luke xxiv. 51. Et dum benediceret illis, divisus est ab eis, et

ascendit in caelum

Mc. xvi. 19. et sedit a dextris Dei.

Now the words underlined might equally well be the first part

of the verse quoted from Mark, which verse, as far as concerns us,

is not a later addition to that Gospel since the Harmonist was

certainly acquainted with the last twelve verses of that Gospel.

Now the survey of these seven passages shews us, that where

we have the evidence of the Arab. Harmony and of the Old Syriac,

they stand together, and thus give us with sufficient clearness the

evidence of the original Tatian text. The same thing comes out

when we examine the remaining passage (Luke xxii. 19, 20) as we
shall see presently. Now the presumption is that the same agree-

ment between the two authorities holds in the remaining cases

;

i.e. that we may regard the Arabic Harmony as concurring with

the Syriac in (8) where we have the clear evidence of the Syriac

version : and perhaps in (^) where we have the fairly clear

evidence of the Arabic, although the text of the last may have

been subject to change. Leaving this last passage out, the

evidence would shew that the Archaic Tatian text was generally

under the influence of the so-called Western non-interpolations

;

and since these interpolations are obviously the work of a single

hand, to prove the influence in one case for such an early text as

Tatian used would be to practically prove it for Tatian all round.

We see it, however, not in a single case, but in a number of cases,

and some of these as (a) (^) are perfectly decisive. The case (e)

where the Old Syriac is with the non-interpolating Latins is the

only clear contrary case. And this is probably due to the fact

that the Syriac text, like the Ferrar archetyise, carried the passage

in cp;esti(m over into John instead of taking it back into Luke :

but the Curetonian text of this part of John is missing. Now
here we have two important facts which demand an explanation

;

first, how does it come about that such a notably Western text as

that of Tatian furnishes no clear support to the non-interpolating

early Western texts ; and secondly how does it happen that the

Harmony which apparently knows the interpolations as anterior

to itself furnishes the very material to explain the origin of the

interj^olations ? By the last question we mean this, that Dr Hort

holds the interpolation (8) in the gospel of Luke to be due to
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John XX. 19 which evidently precedes the passage from Luke in

the Harmony, and similar explanations may be made for (e)

and (r).

The solution of this peiplexity seems to lie in the f<»llowing

direction; there must have ueen a previously existing har-

mony, PROBABLY A HARMONY OF THE PaSSION-GoSPEI^S whicH

Tatian used, AND which has also been used as a revising

FACTOR IN THE ANCESTRY OF ALL TEXTS OF THE GOSPELS EXCEPT

THE N0N-INTERIK)LATING WESTERNS. Such a supposition explains

the reading (a): it shews why Tatian gives the reading (/9)

although he has already quoted the passage in Matt, (xxviii. 6)

from which the interpolation was made : it explains why the

Harmony does not give us (7) Luke xxiv. 12, for though this

stood in the earlier Harmony it was not suited (in Tatian's idea)

to be used along with the passage in John of which it Is an

obvious epitome. The other cases are perfectly lucid in view of

the hypothesis made ; only we have to notice that the Old Syriac

has not been influenced by the Harmony in Luke xxiv. 10, but

perhaps it may have been so in John xx. 20.

Now let us turn to the remaining passage Luke xxii. 19, 20.

Here the words

TO inrep vjmwv Si86fi€vov...iK'y^vvv6fi€t/ov

are omitted by D a b e ff i rhe.

The Old Syriac reads to vtt^p vfiwv tovto iroulre ei? rrfv i^jurfv

(ivdfii'r)<Tiv and makes a transposition in the remaining part of the

narrative so as to make the Eucharistic order more natural.

Now the Tatian Harmony agrees closely with the Syiiac in this

:

that it quotes nothing from the interpolated section except the

words which correspond to the following sentence

Kol ovTQ)<; 7roi€LT€ €19 Tt)i/ €fjiT}v dvdfivrjaiv.

This is suflBcient agreement to sliew that the Tatian Harmony
was not constructed without a knowledge of tlie interpolation :

but since the intei"polation is only partially used in Tatian, and is

itself of a harmonistic character, we may reasonably refer it, as"

before, to a previously existing Harmony, wliich has evidently

taken it from 1 Cor. xi. 24, as we may also see from the language

of Aphraiites whose text stood xal ovT(i)<i iroieiTe et? rijv e/x»;j/

(ivdfii'Tjaiv, oadKi^i idv avvep^rjade which luus an additional adap-

tation fn'iii 1 City., which must have stood in Tatian if not in
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Pre-Tatian, and it is also seen from the omission of 8i,B6fievov by

the Curetonian Syriac, so furnishing a closer agreement with the

text of 1 Cor. xi. 24. The close agreement between the Old

Syriac and Tatian may seem to support the theory of Baethgen

that the former is actually based upon the latter. And certainly

they are very closely related ; but in one or two places the Old

Syriac seems to shew an acquaintance with the interpolated

passages beyond what we can trace at present in Tatian: and

the simplicity of the theory offered to account for the inter-

dependence of Tatian and the Old Syriac may be thought to have

given it an undue weight.

Perhaps we may sum up the matter as follows: the early

N.T. texts divide on certain notable readings into non-Western

interpolators and Western non-interpolators : the text of Tatian

is naturally Western, but it has followed in part a previously

existing Harmony of the Passion from which the interpolating

Mss. have drawn their peculiar accretions : and hence it appears

amongst the interpolating MSS. as if supporting their evidence

when it is in reality explaining it away. Whether this previously

existing Harmony, which we may call ' Pre-Tatian,' was in Greek

or not, is an interesting question : since it gives us dv€(f)ep€To in

Luke for the dveXrjfK^dT} of Mark, from which the interpolator

borrowed, we may incline to the belief that this Pre-Tatian was

not a Greek work: most likely, then, as in the case of Tatian

proper, it was a Syriac work. Now it is precisely in Syriac that

we find the Harmonies of the Passion-gospels so frequent.

We may now return to the famous scholion in Ev. 72 which

attributes to Tatian the interpolation in Matt, xxvii. 49. It will

be very difficult to explain the reading as anything else than a

careless harmonistic error ; and since we have shewn that no trace

of it can be found in the evidence for the Tatian Harmony, while

the evidence for its being a Western non-interpolation is very

strong, we may refer it to the Passion-Harmony which Tatian

used: and this perhaps explains the reference of the Scholiast,

while it carries the error back into the earliest times.

The assumed Passion-Harmony will explain also why Justin

so positively refers the words " Do this in remembrance of Me "

to the gospels. Even in Aphraates the words carry the marks of

their origin in 1 Cor., for he gives " Do this in remembrance of

me, as often as ye meet together "
; which is the best evidence we
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have for the piiinitive Tatian text. Nuw Justin's gospels shew

the haiinoni/.ation of the passage in 1 Cor. with the Gospels before

the time of production of Tatian's Harmony.

But the supposition sjjggests even more than this : if the

existence of the Tatian Harmony is evidence for the antiipiity

of the Gospel of John, the existence of an early stage of textual

growth, marked by a Harmony of the Passion-Gospels or at least

by the existence of the passages called " Western non-interpola-

tions " as anterior to the time of Tatian, presupposes the existence

of the matters harmonized at a very early time indeed. Thus

the existence of Tatian's Harmony is momentous evidence for

(i) the antiquity of the four Gospels,

(ii) of the Acts of the Apostles,

(iii) of the fii-st Epistle to the Corinthians,

and perhaps of some other portions of the New Testament of

which we find traces in Tatian or pre-Tatian. Let us explain this

a little more at length. We can easily see that the four Gospels

being necessarily anterior in date to the time of Tatian, must be

lonij anterior to the period mentioned. And we see it in three

ways : first, because it is unreasonable to quibble over a passage

which seems to be quoted by Justin from St John's Gospel, as

to whether it be really the Johannine text, or the Johannine

theology in the air and in embryo, when we find that the disciple

of Justin harmonizes four Gospels of which St John's is one;

secondly, when we find that prior to the Tatian Harmony there

was an earlier Harmony containing portions of the four Gospels,

and this Harmony was used by Justin ; so that the question of

the antitjuity of the four Gospels is removed by at least one more

generation than was required in order to make Tatian's Harmony
possible, and thirdly, whethei- the pre-Tatian Harmony existed or

not, the various readings which were caused by the interpolations

existed before Tatian, and these readings being of a harmonistic

nature, the case for the priority of the Gospels stands as it did

before ; for a reading in Luke is not going to be expanded from

John or Mark except on the hypothesis that these Gospels exist

in a form from which bonowing is practicable : so far-reaching

is the evidence to be derived from the elementary lesson which

Dr Burgon conveyed in one of his writings, in his own forcible

manner : "Have you not yet found out, sir, that all various readings

are early?" To which we ;ippcnd the furlhcr (|U«slinn, " H.ivi
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you not found out yet that all harmonistic readings prove that

the pa-ssages harmonized are earlier than the early readings ?

"

And as we have said, the evidence which we draw attention to

is not confined to the four Gospels. Pre-Tatian used the first

Epistle to the Corinthians. Tatian, if we may judge from

Ephrem, inserted the account of the death of Judas from the

Acts of the Apostles. Pre-Tatian used the last twelve verses of

St Mark ; and just as we argued from Tatian's use of the four

Gospels to their use by Justin, so we are able to infer from

Tatian's use of the last twelve verses that Justin used them.

It does not depend merely upon the inference that Justin used

pre-Tatian ; it is well known that Justin used a passage which

has been held by many to be a part of the last twelve verses;

accordingly Dr Hort places at the head of the Patristic Greek

evidence for these verses the name of Justin, bracketed and

queried, thus— (? Justin). And he argues as follows:

" The Greek Patristic evidence for vv. 9—20 perhaps begins

with Justin (Ap. i. 45) who interprets 'Pa/3Sw hwafxew^ i^airo-

areXei aot i^ 'lepovaaXy^/u, (Ps. ex. 3) as predictive rov Xoyov tov

i(T-)(ypov ov (iTTo 'lepouaaXrjfM ol dirocnoXoL ainuv e'feX^di'Te?

TravTaxov eKt'jpv^av. On the one hand it may be said that the

combination of the same four words recurs in v. 20 : on the other

that they were natural and obvious words to use, and to combine,

and that v. 20 dues not contain the point specially urged by

Justin (iTTo 'l€povcraX>'jp,...€^e\.66vT€<i (cf. Ap. I. o9, 49) which is

furnished by Lc. xxiv. 47 ff.. Acts i. 4, 8. On both sides the

evidence is slight, and decision seems impossible. It should be

added, however, that the affinity between Justin's text and that

of Irenaeus (see below) leaves the supposition of a reference to

v. 20 free from antecedent improbability as regards textual

history." Happily for us, the Arabic Harmony is still able to

throw some light on the question ; the changes through which it

has passed have not been sufficient to remove all its ancient

characteristics ; when we turn to the text of Ciasca we find

Luc. xxiv. 25. Et ipsi, adorantes eum, regressi sunt in Jeru-

salem cum gaudio magno:

53. et omni tempore erant in templo laudantes et benedi-

centes Deum. Amen.

Marc. xvi. 20. Et, inde egrcssi, praedicaverunt ubiqxie &c.

Here then wc have the evidence for the missing d-no 'lepov-
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aaXr/fi ; it is even possible that the very words stood in the

Tati;in-sources ; at all events they are sufficiently implied in the

word inde which still stands in the Arabic. Dr Hort may
therefore remove the query from the name of Justin in the

tabulated evidence for the hist twelve verses.

On the other hand, this is not inconsistent with his theory

that the verse to which Justin alludes is made up out of pa.ssages

in Luke and Acts, for we have shewn reason to believe that Justin

drew the verses from a Harmony earlier than Tatian. Our
hypothesis satisfies all Dr Hort's critici.sms, and in establishing

the antiquity of the last twelve verses of St Mark as a literary

product (for of course we have not proved authorship), we have

a fortiori established the antiquity of the Gospels out of which

the last twelve verses were compounded (e.g. the words in

Luke xxiv. 13 sqq. which may have been epitomized in Mark
xvi. 12 etc.).

If this reasoning is valid, it will be seen to involve a very high

anticpiity for many of the New-Testament books. And indeed

the argument might have been strengthened ; for it may well be

true as we have suggested, that the primitive Harmony, the

nucleus of Tatian's, was itself a Syriac work : and the supposition

of a translation is one more step that requires time in the observed

processes of change'.

Nor is the argument for anticpiity confined to the Gospels ; for

there are other touches in Tatian which suggest the use of the

Apostolic Epistles : we have not dwelt on them because it encum-

bei-s an argument to burden it with doubtful matter. Still it

is conceivable that when in his account of the Transfiguration

Tatian says that the disciples "saw Jesus as He was," that his

thought might have been coloured by 1 John iii. " We shall see

Him as He is."

I have also detected an alteration of text which seems to have

been made under the infiiu-nce of the E|)istle to the Hi'brews.

In Luke xxii. 4Ii the words •yet^ofievo'; iv dycoifia are replaced

* It may not be amiss at this point to draw attention to a curiously confident

ItaspaRC in Dr S. DavidKon's book on the Canon of thf liibU, p. 99. "Whatever
may be said about Justin'H ac(iuaintance with this Gosik-I (i.e. the Gospel of John)

it8 existence lM.'fore 110 a.d. is incapable either of decisive or probable shewing.

The Johauninc authorship has receded before the tide of modem criticism and
thou(;b this tide is arbitrary at times it is here irresistible."
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by " Et cum timeret "
: and it may perhaps be that the words came

from a p<issage in Heb. v. 7 where our Lord is said to have poured

out " strong crying and tears," and to have been " hoard for His

pious fear" (ei/Xa/Se/a-? which the Latins give a-s 'pro metu,'

' a metu ' amongst other renderings). Now we know sufficient

of Tatian's method to enable us to say that he never omitted any-

thing in the shape of a historical detail which might serve to give

completeness to his story ; hence it seems likely that the ' cum
timeret ' is from Hebrews : and if he carried that over he certainly

took the ' tears ' also from Hebrews at the same time ; and this

brings us to the reading /cat €K\avae which Epiphanius accuses

the orthodox of subtracting from the text of the Gospel.

The main body of the passage Luke xxii. 43, 4-i may very well

have been found not only in Tatian but in Pre-Tatian, for the

allusion of Justin to the dpofx^oi aiixajoq in his Dialogue with

Trypho (c. 103) is distinctly from the aTrofivrifiovevfiara tcop

diroa-ToXcov or Memoirs of the Apostles, which is the same term as

he uses in previous quotations from Pre-Tatian, though it must

nut be limited to any such composition.

The importance of the study of Tatian for the knowledge of

the New Testament in the middle of the second century is

certainly very great.

X. Unsolved Problems.

It will be seen by what precedes that there is a great deal of

work to be done in connection with the Arabic Harmony, and it

is beset with difficulties. To begin with, in the determination of

the missing Syriac of Tatian, we must be careful to remove all

those readings of the Arabic version which are either due to a

translator's liberty of speech or to erroneous reading of his copy.

When, for example, we find in Luke iv. 19 the words " praedicare

malis remissionem," although at first sight it might appear to be

an ancient Greek reading of dfiapTcoXoU for alxp-a\rvTOL<i, a closer

examination will shew that the translator read rr^. i"iT. as K'-Ti-t .

And in the same way it is conceivable that the gloss in Mark vii. 26,

" ex Hemesen Syria," may have arisen out of a corrupt transcrip-

tion of '!ivpo(f)OLVLa-aa. At all events we must be prepared for

such cases.

Again when Ciasca gives us in Matt, xxiii. 24 " ornantes
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camelum," there must be some mistake either in the Arabic or

in the translation ; and in fact if we correct Ciasca's ^ ,. j J . to

^,jj J. which is only a transposition of a couple of adjacent

letters we get the ordinary reading, which no doubt stands for

the primitive Syriac ^>^\a as in the Curetonian text. So when

the Arabic gives Betharrahmat for the name of the pool of

Bethesda, this only means that there has been a translation

made of the Syriac r^.l Q(U» Avxa
; and the Arabic name is the

same as that found in the Curetonian.

When we have succeeded in replacing the Arabic text, as far

as possible, by the primitive Syriac out of which it was developed,

our next step will be to determine the nature of the Greek text

from which the Syiiac translation was made.

We shall readily detect that it was a Greek text in which

disintegrating textual influences had been busy. Some of the

changes made are mere trifles as when in Matt. iii. 10 the

Harmony followed by the Old Syriac gives " Ecce securis ad

radicem, &c.," which involves the reading of 17S77 as Xhe. But

others are much more serious : let us examine for instance

:

Mark ix. 15: " et cum vidissent homines Jesum, recesserunt,

et prae gaudio properantes, salutarunt eum." Here the ordinary

text is i^eOa/ju^/jdqaav, koI 7rpoarpe)(^ovT€'; yjaTru^ovTo avrov.

The words ' prae gaudio ' evidently arise from reading Trpoa^^e-

povTe<i (= 'Trpocr)(^aipovTe<;) in the Greek : and the old Latins shew

the influence of the same text : D reading irpoa-^ipovTe'i and c ff'^

i k gaadentes which h disguises as cadentes. This error is very

important from a critical point of view, inasmuch as it could not

have passed into the Western text from a Syriac harmony: it

must have been earlier than the Harmony. Again in Luke
xxi. 35 " ipsa enim tanquam ictus percutiet omnes &c." ; here it

is tolerably clear that TrayU (written of course in uncials) has

been confounded with TrXvy^. Further than this it is also likely

that iiretaeXevaeTat has been read as iinaaXevcrerai.

Such readings shew that the text upon which Tatian worked

had serious errors of transcription in it. Let us take one more
instance ; in Luke xxii, 11 we find along with other changes from

the usual text, the words " et fames et pestilcutiae et commo-
tiones ; terrores ac pavores erunt." The last words are a misreading

for <f>6^r}Tpd re which has been taken as (p6/3ot. Tepara re, a
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reading actually preserved in Cod. A, a MS. whose text has

affinities with Tatian. The Syriac of the error is preserved in

the Peshitto, r^'nHcxfloo r^h^^, and it must have stood so in

Tatian ; but we cannot say that the error originated in the Syriac;

it is clearly an error made in a Greek text.

But what Greek text was this ? an ordinary Western copy ?

and did Tatian write his work originally in Greek and then

translate it into Syriac : or was his earliest edition a bilingual in

the style of Codex Bezae with line for line translation? And

whether in Greek or in Syriac, did it exercise any reflex influence

upon the current texts, and if so, what are the characteristics of

this influence in extant copies? All of these questions are at

present involved in great obscurity. But they will, we may hope,

be resolved before long; the solution would be much expedited if

we could recover an early copy of the Syriac Tatian ;
and such a

prospect is by no means unreasonable. But even if the recovery

of such a text should be delayed indefinitely, we ought not to

despair of the results which may be attained by an honest

criticism working on the materials that are already accessible.



APPENDIX ON CODEX W\

The prominence into which this MS. is thrown by the coinci-

dences between its text and the Tatian harmony renders it

advisable that its text should be printed in full : we have

accordingly given a transcription and photographic reproduction

of the fragments. The size of the various pieces can be estimated

by means of the attached scale of inches which has been photo-

graphed along with the MS. The accents and reading signs we

have not transcribed.

From the appearance of the MS. and an examination of the

contents of the separate pages it would seem that we had here

a part of the outside double leaf of a quaternion and a complete

inside leaf, the two intermediate leaves being lost.
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Mark vii. 3.
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2B Ae pNf

Mark vii. 6, 7.
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Uiivk vii. 30— :>(i.
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-< -<
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Mark vii. 36—viii. 4.

AYTOICINAMHAeNlAertOCIN
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tcooimaGhtaiaytoy*
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Mark viii. 4—10.

noBeNTOyroYcAYNHCH
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Mark viii. 11—IG.
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Mark ix. 2.

[kaimctah]
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